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IRRIGATION IN CANTERBURY 
"I have made water flow in dry channels 
and have given an unfailing supply to 
the people. I have changed desert 
plains into well watered land. I 
have given them fertility and made 
them the abode of happiness." 
Hammurabi 2080 - 2123 B.C. 
The territory between the Southern Tigris and the Southern 
Euphrates was anciently termed Babylonia. In 1901 the French 
inistry of Public Instruction and Fine Arts while carrying out 
excavations at Susa unearthed several large fragments of black 
diorite which fragments when pieced together proved to belong to 
the same monument, a pillar in the shape of an elongated sugar 
loaf, inscribed on back and front in cuneiform and hieroglyphics, 
the writings of the ancient Babylonians. These writings have 
since been translated by many eminent archeologists and were 
found to be a code of laws promulgated over 4,000 years ago by 
the great King Hammurabi who reigned in Babylonia between the 
years 2080 - 2123 B.C. Prominent among the laws are those 
relating to irrigation, from which the following extracts are 
taken:-
53. If a man has been too lazy to strengthen his dykes 
and has not strengthened the dyke, and a breach has opened in 
the dyke and the ground has been flooded with water, the man in 
whose dyke the breach has opened shall reimburse the corn he 
has destroyed. 
54. If he has not corn to reimburse, he and his goods 
shall be sold for silver and it shall be divided among those 
whose corn has been destroyed. 
55. If a man has opened his irrigation ditch, and 
through negligence, his neighbours field is flooded with water, 
he shall measure back corn according to the yield of the 
district. 
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56. If a man has opened the waters and flooded the 
planted field of his neighbour, he shall measure back ten gur 
of corn for each gur. 
The foundation of this comparatively high civilisation 
was Irrigation. Its decline and fall may be attributed to 
many causes, but throughout it all, like a silver thread, ran 
the irrigation channel. The splendour and wealth of the 
Pharoahs in Egypt owed its very existence to the revitalising 
waters of the Nile which down through the ages have waged 
incessant warfare against the desert sands. The current of the 
Nile laden with silt from the plains of Abysinnia constantly 
repels the incursion of the desert sands to retain and extend 
the limits of fertility. Even in Upper Egypt the remains of 
ancient hydraulic works yet exist, ruined and partially 
obliterated, but solid evidence of the age old practice of 
Irrigation. To-day Irrigation is practised in almost every 
country in the world. Already nearly 250,000,000 acres are 
irrigated and with the passing of each year more and more is 
added to this already staggering total. As progress and 
civilisation advance, so, like a well nourished plant, spread 
the roots of irrigation. Asia leads the world with 
141,000,00C acres; North America is second with 27,000,000; 
Europe third with 15,000,000. While these countries take 
foremost place, large areas are reticulated in Africa, 10! 
million, South America? million, Japan, Australia, Etc., etc. 
Nevertheless it can be said that irrigation is only in its 
infancy. Two hundred million acres is but a fraction of the 
hundreds of million acres which could be brought into high 
production if modern irrigation methods were used. fuat the 
future holds in store for us, we can only surmise, but the 
reticulation of our potentially productive areas conjures up 
limitless possibilities in the mind of any person who pauses 
to think. 
lliat of Canterbury? To one travelling across the plains 
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at the close of a dry season two of the most striking features 
in the landscape are the parched, utterly desolate conditions 
of the country for long distances on either side of the road 
or railway, and the re-occurrence at more or less regular 
intervals of the grey waters of the broad rivers rolling away 
uselessly to the sea. The soil is there with all the 
ingredients that go to produce a good crop. The water 
necessary to make these ingredients available is also there -
but in the wrong place. The water from the mountain ranges 
confined uselessly in the river beds pursues its profitless 
course to the sea while the farmers are forced to stand by and 
see their grass paddocks converted into grassless wastes . It 
is only when one reads what has been done in other countries 
that one realises the grand possibilities that present them-
selves to us in our own country. Already we have two small 
schemes in operation in South Canterbury which mark the first 
milestones on the new road to progress. Some of the best 
equipped and most modern machinery procurable in the world is 
now busy at work in Canterbury and it will be only a matter of 
years when great quantities of water from our big rivers will 
be diverted down the irrigation channels and compelled to 
perfonn their proper function of fertilising our fields. 
GRlCULTURAL COLLEG 
SECTION I 
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THE TYJ?E~ OF SOJ;_L MOISTURE AfiD THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO 
THE PLANT. 
Broadly speaking the three major essentials for maximum 
plant growth are an equitable climatic range, an adequate supply 
of nutrient minerals and a sufficiently high soil moisture 
content to ensure a continuous availability of the mineral foods 
to the plant. Leibig states, in what we now know as the Law 
of the Minimum, that "by the deficiency or absence of one 
necessary constituent, all the others being present, the soil is 
rendered barren for all those crops to the life of which that 
one constituent is indispensable." In other words, the extent 
of plant growth is determined by the limiting factor and in 
large areas of the Canterbury Plains for several months of the 
year this limiting factor is Soil Moisture. 
Moisture occurs in the soil in three forms, namely:-
( I) Hygroscopic water 
(2) Capillary water 
(3) Gravity water 
Hygroscopic water is the water found in all soil not dried 
by artificial heating or the moisture which a soil dried by 
artificial heat will absorb from the atmosphere. It exists as 
a thin film surrounding the soil particles and has no power of 
movement. The greater the surface exposed to the air and the 
finer the particles, the higher the content. Hygroscopic 
moisture is not available to the plant and is therefore of no 
practical value to the pastoralist. 
Capillary water exists as a thickened film of water around 
each soil particle and partially fills the pore spaces. It is 
held in the soil against gravity by the attraction between soil 
and water and by the cohesion between water molecules. It is 
not drawn out by drainage. It moves in the soil in any 
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direction and rises in channels formed by the pores between 
soil particles by what is known as the "process of capillarity." 
Capillary water is all important to plant growth or is the 
water of plant growth. The fine root hairs of the plant 
penetrating in all directions through the soil and surrounded 
by the soil particles, absorb the moisture and dissolved 
mineral salts. The water with the plant food passes from the 
roots to the leaves and by the process of plant transpiration 
pa sses into the air leaving behind the plant food which in 
combination with the carbon dioxide absorbed from the air forms 
the plant. Capillary water moves from a wet soil to a drier 
soil - that is from the wetter subsoil to the surface where it 
passes off by evaporation. It will rise quickly in a coarse 
textured soil but while the movement is slower in a fine 
textured soil, the water will rise to a much greater height. 
Professor Hilgard found that the maximum height to which water 
rose was 17" in 6 da.ys for a sandy soil, and 48" in 135 days . 
for a clay soil. 
Lyon & Fippon give the following values for extent and 
rate of capillarity:-
Capillary Rise in Inches for Different Lengths of Time. 
Kind of Soil .l.. hr. 1 hr. 2 hrs. 1 day 3 days 8 days 13 days 19 days 4 
Silt & very 
fine sand 2.7 4.? 7.0 20.0 30.0 45.0 52.0 56.0 
Very fine 
sand 7.6 10.0 12.4 21.0 23.0 26.0 27.5 28.5 
Fine sand 9.0 9.5 10.0 11.6 13.0 14.3 15.2 16.0 
Coarse & med-
ium sand 5.8 6.0 6.3 ?.5 9.0 10.0 11.5 12.5 
Fine gravel 4.0 5.0 5.3 6.4 8.0 9.0 10.0 10.8 
The quantity of capillary water held by any soil will 
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depend not only on the kind of soil but also on the drainage 
and the height of the ground water table. The soil nearest 
the water table will be saturated and the soil moisture will 
decrease above this point in proportion to the distance from 
the water table. 
In a well drained soil the capillary water supplied by 
water is disseminated throughout the soil and held against 
gravity. The capacity of the soil to hold water of this kind 
has been called the field capacity of the soil. 
hygroscopic water. 
It includes 
Dr. Widstoc gives the following values for the field 
capacity of different soils for capillary water expressed in 
per cent by weight:-
Field Capacity o'f Different Soils for Soil Moisture. 
For Clay Soil to depth of 8 feet 
For Clay Loam to depth of 8 feet 
For a Loam to a depth of 8 feet 
19% 
18% 
by weight 
" " 
For A Sandy Loam to a depth of 8 feet 
For a very Sandy Loam to a depth of 8 feet 
16-17% " " l~r " " 14! 0 " " 
Gravity ~~later is that water which moves downward through 
the soil because of gravity. When a soil is saturated, the 
pores are entirely filled by water and any water filling spaces 
other than occupied by capillary and hygroscopic water is 
gravity water. It is not retained by the soil provided the 
drainage is adequate. 'Nhen there is an excess of gravity water 
it passes downward beyond the roots of the plant and is wasted. 
Gravity water, when it cannot escape, will quickly cause water-
logging and souring of the land and will quickly destroy plant 
growth. The necessity of good drainage under irrigation or 
otherwise is realised by every farmer and might well be 
classified as one of the axioms of good farming. 
SOIL SURVEY INVESTIGl\.TIONS IN CANTERBURY 8c SOUTH 
CANTERBURY. 
In order to find out whether irrigation was practical from 
a soil point of view, a complete and detailed soil survey of the 
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proposed Irrigation areas in Canterbury was carried out by the 
S. I. R. Department under the direction of Dr. Grange. The 
detailed mapping involved a great deal of work for it meant 
determining the texture of the soil profile and depth to the 
gravel in hundreds of different paddocks. 
Soil Survey of Levels Plain. 
The follO\ving is the report submitted by Dr. Grange on the 
completion of the work on the Levels:-
"Levels Plain, near Temuka, South Canterbury, is a 
triangular shaped area stretching for seven miles South west 
along the coast and extending inland a distance of ?i miles, its 
width at the fartherest point inland being less than 1 mile. 
Its northern boundary is the Opihi River and its North West edge 
is the Timaru Downs. It has been built up by the Opihi River 
which rises in the foothills of the Southern Alps. The surface 
deposits are chiefly silt loams ranging in thickness from less 
than a foot to more than 4 feet. Underlying these fine 
textured beds are closely-packed gravels with a matrix of coarse 
sand. The river is entrenched less than 10' in the Plain and 
has a flood plain on an average not more than 20 chains wide. 
On the coastal margin there is a narrow shingle barrier behind 
which the land is at or very close to sea level. 
The average annual rainfall is between 22" and 23", and 
there is slightly more rain in December and January than in 
other months. Originally the vegetation was matagauri scrub, 
tussock and small grasses, except in the narrow coastal strip, 
where it was, and still is, vegetation tolerant of saline 
conditions. 
The parent material of the soil is predominantly derived 
from greywacke. The underlying gravels and the pebbles 
occuring in the soil and subsoil are all greywacke. The silt 
loams, etc., covering the plain are thought to have been 
DEP1'. OF 
LEVELS PLAIN 
LEVELS 
S.l.R. 
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deposited by the Opihi River and by wet weather creeks from the 
downs. The soils are divided into 5 series:-
Levels 
Arowhenua 
Se ad own 
Kereta 
Washdyke. 
The Levels and Arowhenua soils are well drained, those of 
Seadown and Kereta series are meadow soils, and those of the 
Washdyke series are saline. 
Description of Soil Types . 
.Arowhenua Series: 
The ~rowhenua series extends along the south side of the 
Opihi River from the top of the plain to within a short 
distance of the coast. It is divided into 10 types, of which 
the most widespread is the silt loam 24 inches and more in 
depth (1). A profile of it shows:-
8 inches dark grey silt loam 
3 inches mottled dark grey and yellowish brown silt loam 
on compact yellowish brown silt loam. Lying chiefly on the 
southern margin of the deep silt loam is silt loam (occasionally 
stony) 18 - 24 inches in depth (2) and moderately stony silt 
loam 12 - 18 inches in depth (3). These occupy a relatively 
small area and have a profile similar to that given above. 
The remaining types (4 - 10) of this series are located in an 
old channel of the Opihi leaving the present river about Ii 
miles above the Arowhenua Hotel and extending to the coast. 
The soils - sandy silts and loams are in general lighter in 
texture ani lighter in colour than those on the other portion 
of the plain. Sandy silts and find sandy loams, 24 inches and 
more in depth is the principal type. 
Levels Series: 
The soils of the Levels series located in the Southern and 
central portion of the plain cover a greater area than those of 
the Arowhenua soils because of a difference in origin of 
parent material. Arowhenua soils are derived from greywacke 
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sediments brought down by the Opihi, whereas the Levels soils 
are from the old loess of the downs. There are two main types, 
Levels stony silt loam 9 - 12 inches in depth (15) and Levels 
silt loam 24 inches and more in depth (11). 
stony silt loam (15) is:-
8 inches dark grey stony silt loam 
A profile on the 
3 inches mottled dark grey and yellowish brown silt loam 
21! gravel. The depth to the gravel is not uniform. In the 
gravel pits, depths ranging from 6 inches to 15 inches were obseF 
ved. From numerous borings the average was placed at 10 inches. 
The coarse sand fraction is higher than in the deep silt 
loams - an average sample contains 15% while in the silt loam 
(1) it is in some samples less than 1%. The profile on the 
Levels silt loam 24 inches and more in depth (11) is similar to 
that on the Arowhenua silt loam (1). Four more types (12, 13, 
14, 16} have been recognised in the Levels Series. These 
occupy lenticular areas within the types described above, and 
for the most part mark out old courses of streams draining 
from the downs. The most widespread of these are Levels silt 
loam occasionally stony 14 - 24 inches in depth (12) and Levels 
moderately stony silt loam 12 - 18 inches (13). A shallower 
and lighter soil than the Levels stony silt loam 9 - 12 inches 
is the Levels stony sandy loam 6 - 9 inches (16}. This ty:pe 
occuring mainly in the central portion of the plain is 
difficult to map so that the boundaries delineated must be 
considered somewhat arbitrary. 
Seadown & Kereta Series: 
The Seadown and Kereta series include the meadow soils 
lying parallel to the coast and at roughly between 10 feet and 
20 feet above sea level. The seaward margin is about 25 
chains from the coast. A profile representative of both 
series is:-
6 inches dark grey silt loam£!! light grey to cream silt 
loam, mottled yellow by iron compounds. 
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In the lower lying parts the top soil is peaty. The 
total depth is more than 3 feet. Even in the summer months 
the soil is moist owing to the high water table. The series 
are made in the meadow soils - The Seadown soils are derived 
from sediments laid down by the Opihi River, and Kereta soils 
from sediments brought from the downs. 
Washdyke Series: 
The Washdyke series lie at the back of the narrow shingle 
ridge on the coast. A profile is:-
6 inches - 9 inches peaty black silt loam on creamy grey 
heavy silt loam. 
The total depth is more than 3 feet. The area is flooded with 
salt water during storms and consequently the soils contain 
salts. The salt content is least at the Northern end close to 
the mouth of the Opihi River where the soil is well drained 
and not peaty. A O - 6 inches sample from here contained 
0.56% chlorine. The vegetation where the salt content is high 
is Selliera , Cotula, Pl antago, Salicornia, etc. 
Soils and Irrigation. 
The soils to be irrigated are those of the Arowhenua and 
Levels Series; the soils of the Seadown and Kereta series are 
low lying and moist and those of Washdyke are waterlogged in 
many places. 
The soils of the rowhenua and Levels series offer no 
difficulties for irrigation. The soil and sub-soil are 
sufficiently porous to allow the downward movement of excess 
water into the gravel. Analyses of the soils show that the 
amount of soluble salts in the Levels Plains are negligible." 
TABLE I. 
1.ECHANIC.U ANALYSES OF LEVELS COUNTY SOILS. 
Top Soils 0 - 6" 
Lab. No. Farmer Coarse Fine Very Silt Clay Loss Stones Fine Type 
Sand Sand Fine on Gravel 
Sand 2 gm. 
LEVELS SERIES. 
Stonl Silt Loams. Tne 15 (grading to 16) 
...... ,__. 
1185 Scott 19.9 16.5 11.7 26.3 18.2 8.3 46.5 4.8 Stony silt loam 1 
983 Kelman 18 .o 20.6 12.4 27.5 16.3 6.4 51.7 2.9 Stony silt loam 
985 Toley 11.4 14.0 10.3 35.4 20.4 9.8 33.7 2.5 Stony silt loam 
843 Barns 15.3 22.9 12.5 27.5 16.3 6.1 15.5 2.9 Stony silt loam 
1167 T.W. Brosnan 11.5 15.l 9.9 35.l 21.9 6.7 8.2 1.6 Stony silt loam 
24 - 36 Inches Silt Loam. Type 11. 
1171 Mehrtens 4.3 26.2 16.8 28.9 16. 9 6.9 .4 Silt loam 
1169 Cargo 5.9 22.7 11.9 33.2 21.2 6.8 .6 Silt loam 
993 Daly 3.2 22.0 20.3 33.3 16.5 6.0 Silt loam 
1181 Nalsh 2.3 19.6 23.8 31.6 16.8 6.2 Silt loam 
18 - 24 Inches Silt Loam. Occasionalll slightlz strong. Tne 12. 
987A Toley 4.6 14.0 13.6 39.1 21.5 7.2 2.9 .7 Silt loam 
1179 T.M. Brosnan 4.2 19.2 14.0 35.2 20.5 7.3 .4 Silt loam 
Lab. No. Farmer 
991 Orb ell 
1177 Oliver 
999 Jackson 
1003 Donald 
1449 Aitken 
989- Gaffney 
1165 Kane 
997A Hall 
1183 Smith 
841 Robins 
995 Mccully 
1175 Taylor 
Coarse 
Sand 
6.5 
4.9 
3.8 
.9 
12 -
24 Inch 
12.1 
4.7 
1.6 
1.8 
.8 
.3 
5.5 
Fine 
Sand 
Very 
Fine 
Sand 
Silt Clay Loss 
on 
2 gm. 
18 Inches Moderatel! strong Silt Loam. Type 
22.5 17.4 30.1 17.0 6.1 
2.S.4 17.5 28.4 15.8 5.9 
26.0 14.2 31.2 19.1 6.0 
KERETA SERIES. 
Meadow Soils. 
20.5 21.5 31.9 17.8 8.2 
ARO'WHENUA SERIES. 
and over Sands 2 Sand! loams and Sand! silts. 
49.7 8.4 15.5 9.2 4.2 
48.l 11.3 20.1 11.0 5.8 
24 - 36 Inch Silt loam. Type 1 . 
14.1 7.5 43.0 22.9 8.2 
17.4 15.8 39.4 19.5 rt. 7 
16.2 13.4 43.2 20.7 6.3 
13.7 13.l 44.5 20.7 8.S. 
36.2 13.2 24.7 13.5 7.6 
Stones Fine Type 
Gravel 
13. 
.8 Silt loam 
.7 Silt loam 
Silt loam 
Silt loam 
I-' 
N 
Type 4. 
Fine sandy loam 
Fine sandy loam 
Silt loam 
Silt loam 
Silt loam 
Silt loam 
4.1 .8 Sandy loam 
Lab. No. 
144? 
1445 
1173 
1001 
1005 
Farmer 
Springs 
O'Connor 
Brosnan 
Hall 
Colombs Rd. 
Coarse 
Sand 
1.3 
Fine 
Sand 
7.? 
13.1 
Very 
Fine 
Sand 
9.9 
Silt 
SEADOWN SERIES. 
Meadow Soils. 
45.8 
WASHDYKE SERIES. 
Saline Soils. 
9.4 44.3 
Clay 
20.7 
22.2 
Loss 
on 
2 gm. 
Stones 
- ----
12.9 1.7 
8.3 
Fine 
Gravel 
Type 
Silt loam 
Slightly saline 
silt loam. 
Peaty saline 
silt loam. 
TABLE II 
SUB SOILS. 
Lab. No. Farmer Depth Coarse Fine Very Silt Clay Loss Stones Gravel Texture Soil 
Sampling Sand Sand Fine on Type 
Sand 2 gm. 
LEVELS SERIES. 
994 Daley 9-18" 6.4 26.'l 19.6 25.8 18.5 2.9 .9 Silt Loam 11 
987B Foley 6-12" 4.2 13.7 14.9 40.4 21.7 4.3 Silt Loam 12 
992 Or bell 9-15" 8.1 28.0 16.1 25.9 1?.7 3. 'l .7 Silt Loam 13 
1000 Jackson 9-15" 5.5 27.6 14.4 28.3 20.4 3.6 Silt Loam 13 
KERETA SERIES. 
1004 Donald 9-15" 2.1 26.7 20.7 2?.4 19.2 2.8 Silt loam 
990 Gaffney 9-15" 14.6 53.7 5.1 8.3 5.5 2.1 Fine sand 4 
99'78 Hall 6-12" 1.8 15.8 8.5 44.l 22.5 5.6 1.7 Silt loam 1 
996 Mccully 9-15" 1.1 14.6 14.3 42 .1 23.0 5.2 .4 Silt loam 1 ....... If:>. 
WASHDYKE SERIES. 
1102 Hall 9-18" 1.9 17.1 9.3 43.3 23.5 4.9 Silt loam 
A sub soil of even number corresponds to a top soil of the preceeding off number. Samples 987B and 
997B correspond with 987A and 997A respectively. 
A similar survey was made by the S. I. R. of the proposed area for irrigation in Canterbury and a 
map compiled. 
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The Value of Soil Surveys. 
To a student of Irrigation such complete soil surveys as 
have been carried out by the S. I. R. Department for the Levels, 
Redcliff and Ashburton Counties are of particular interest and 
value. As will be pointed out in succeeding pages, soils of 
different texture vary in their capacity to absorb moisture and 
in their capacity to hold it. For instance, the field 
capacity of a sandy silt loam is much more quickly reached than 
is the field capacity of a clay loam, but, conversely, a sandy 
silt loam will dry out so much more quickly than will the clay 
loam, i.e. it has a lower retentive power. Thus, knowing the 
texture of a soil for a given area, we are in a position to know 
something about the frequency with which the soil should be 
irrigated. On a stony silt loam light but frequent irrigations 
would be practised, while for a "stiffer" soil applications of 
water would be heavier but less frequent. Further, water will 
travel greater distances over soils of a ''tighter" nature and 
thus a mechanical survey will give a guide as to the size of the 
farm ditch and to the distance apart which these ditches should 
be placed. Such a survey is of particular value to the 
engineer designing the layout and construction of an irrigation 
scheme. To irrigate a given area of land a volume of water is 
required which volume will vary according to the topography of 
the land and the texture of the soil. In Canterbury the schemes 
are designed to deliver sufficient water to carry out a three 
weekly period of irrigation. It is obvious, further, that a 
knowledge of the mechanical composition of a soil gives 
valuable information concerning drainage, cultivation, and 
agriculture in general. 
SOIL MOISTURE INVESTIGATIONS IN CANTERBURY. 
Records of soil moisture have been taken since May, 1934, 
in the Ashburton County; since June, 1935, from Redcliff area; 
and since October, 1935, from the Levels area. A number of 
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soil moisture stations so selected as to give as near represen-
tative results of their respective localities as possible were 
decided on. Every two weeks samples of the top soil (0 - 6"} 
and sub soil (6 - 12") were taken - and still are - and 
forwarded to the laboratory at the Public Works Department, 
Temuka, where they were duly tested and the results recorded. 
At the same time, five rainfall evaporation stations were 
established - four in Mid-Canterbury and one at Temu.ka - and 
daily readings of rainfall, if any, evaporation, wind mileage, 
maximum and minumum temperature and humidity are taken. 
Method of Making Soil Moisture Determinations 
The soil samples are taken with soil augers and immediately 
placed in a screw-top fruit jar fitted with rubbers to ensure 
air-tightness and so prevent any loss by evaporation. On 
receiving the jars in the laboratory, a well mixed sample of 100 
grammes is weighed out, the samples transferred to glass dishes 
the weights of which are known, and the dishes placed in a 
drying oven. The soil is dried for several hours at a 
temperature of about lOO ~ C and then allowed to cool. When 
cooled the dishes are removed from the oven and re-weighed. 
The percentage of moisture is then equal to the loss in weight 
multiplied by 100 and divided by the dry weight. The moisture 
thus obtained gives total moisture which includes hygroscopic 
moisture. The results of these determinations are then 
graphed. Maps are also prepared by the Public Works Department 
grouping the areas found to fall within a certain range of soil 
moisture percentages. The accompanying graph shows at a glance 
the results of the soil moisture determinations carried out in 
the Ashburton County. The red line drawn horizontally 
represents the soil moisture content for optimum plant growth 
within these areas, while the various graph lines show the rise 
and fall in the soil moisture throughout the year for their 
respective localities. The key map shows these areas represen-
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ted by the different col oured graph lines. What does this 
graph tell us? We see that all that section of the county 
coloured in purple and black and which lies near the foothill, 
at no time throughout the year suffers from lack of soil 
moisture - on the contrary it is too wet. It is obvious, 
therefore, that irrigation is definitely not required on these 
areas. If now we look at the areas represented on the graph 
in brown, red, yellow, and green, we have an entirely different 
story. With absolute regularity over the number of years 
taken, and it will be remembered that the rainfall for two of 
these seasons has been well above normal, the soil moisture 
during the growing months, i.e. from the beginning of October 
to the end of April, falls well below the optimum line for 
long periods. For some periods as seen in 1934-35 and 1935-36 
the moisture content for 2 to 3 months is down even below 10% 
at which mark it is impossible to have any growth whatever. 
Any prolongation of such conditions must result in the actual 
death of all but the most tenacious of plants. The graph then 
explains just why Canterbury has droughts, why farmers must 
carry on an expensive programme of cultivation and renewal of 
pastures, and why they must invariably understock. Further, 
it clearly indicates that no amount of topdressing, sowing of 
highly persistent strains of grass, etc., will give anything 
except slight relief because the limiting factor is definitely 
one of soil moisture. This soil moisture deficiency can only 
be overcoire by an artificial supply of water, namely Irrigation, 
and it is on these areas that the irrigation schemes are to be 
constructed. 
Beside taking soil moisture recordings, recordings of 
rainfall and evaporation have been compiled and invariably the 
results indicate that large areas of Canterbury for long periods 
of the growing season suffer from a severe inadequacy of soil 
moisture. The value of these recordings and the great deal 
/ 
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of work necessary in collecting them cannot fail to be 
appreciated by the observer. 
INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE MOISTURE RE~UIREMENTS OF PLANTS. 
(P.W.D. Temuka) 
(a) Permanent Wilt Point 
Experiments were first made to arrive at this content 
for various soils by the indirect method of Briggs and Shantz 
whereby the permanent wilting point is expressed as 3/2 times 
the hygroscopic moisture. It was found more satisfactory, 
however, to determine the wilting point directly by obser-
vations of the wilting of wheat seedlings grown in sealed pots 
where the only loss of water is by plant transpiration through 
the leaves. The results of these experiments showed a well 
graded range of figures rising from 3 - 5% for the sandiest 
soils and up to 20% for the heaviest clay loams found in the 
plains. 
Technique adopted in carrying out Experiments 
Representative samples of the various soil types were 
collected and these samples treated with pure calcium carbonate 
until the p.h. was in all cases approximately?. Duplicate 
samples were placed in jars, the jar being about 2/3rds filled. 
Germinated seedlings of Cross Seven and Solid Straw Tuscan were 
placed in the soil and the soil sealed with wax of a low melting 
point. The jars were then placed in a water bath of a 
constant temperature of ?O F and remained throughout the 
experiment. The seedlings push up through tb3 wax, the under-
lying soil still remaining sealed. Every two days the wax 
was punctured with a fine glass tube which was driven down 
into the soil. The wax was punctured in a second place and 
the soil aerated by applying suction to the end of the glass 
tube. The tube was then withdrawn,the wax being resealed. 
When wilting point was reached the soil was removed and a 
/ 
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measured quantity taken, dried at a temperature of 110 c and re-
weighed and the soil moisture percentage calculated. The 
percentage represents the wilt point. 
Results of Experiments. 
Location. Soil Type. Depth. Plant Per Cent. 
~-
H. Brosnan, Levels. Heavy silt loam 0 - .l.. S.S.T. 12.91 2 
Redcliff Station 6 Stony silt loam 0 - i S.S.T. 13.23 
Scott, Levels. Stony silt loam 0 - i x. 7. 8.26 
Scott, Levels. Stony silt loam 0 - J.. S.S.T. 6.89 2 
Topham, Levels. Sandy silt 0 - ..l.. X.7. 5.60 2 
McKenzie, Ealing. Stony silt loam 0 - ..l.. S.S.T. 9.56 2 
Topham, Levels. Sandy silt 0 - i S.S.T. 7.97 
Milne, Redcliff. Fine sandy silt 0 - ~ x. 7. 3.16 
Wallace, Redcliff. Clay loam 0 - ..1.. S.S.T. 21.97 2 
i.e. Sandy - sandy silts 3.5 - 5.5% 
Sandy loams 5 - 6% 
Stony silt loam 6 - 10% 
Heavy silt loam 10 - 13% 
Clay loam 13 - 20% 
REQUIREMENTS OF PLANTS. 
Pore Space and Field Capacity. 
For plants to grow, it is necessary that they have air as 
well as water. With this fact in mind and with a view to find-
ing an approximate value for the optimum water content on the 
soils of Canterbury, measurements of pore space have been made. 
From results obtained it would appear that 20 - 25% is about the 
desirable figure for the average plains land. 
The field capacity of these soils has also been the subject 
of investigations. From time to time, samples of soil in an 
undisturbed condition have been taken from the field and watered 
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in the laboratory. It has been found that the average plains 
land will hold 25 - 30% of water, the range of values extending 
from 22% for sandy soils to 40% or over for clay soils. It has 
been found that the values thus determined are in good agreement 
with the maximum soil moistures observed in the fortnightly 
samplings after having rainfall. 
Field capacity can be regarded as a similar figure to 
moisture equivalent since moisture equivalent measures the 
retentive power of the soil for water against an external dovm-
wards pull such as gravitation or suction. Analyses have 
demonstrated that the silt loam types of both the Arowhenua and 
Levels series have similar figures but with slightly higher 
values for the heavier silt loams of the Arowhenua series. 
Sand, of course, reduces the moisture equivalent, while humus 
increases it considerably. A low moisture equivalent indicates 
that the soil will have a low power of retention of water; that 
for the same a.mount of water movement will take place sooner into 
the subsoil; and that since the storage capacity is less, more 
frequent applications, but of smaller amounts will be needed 
with the soils shovli.ng higher values. Similar information is 
given by the percentage moisture at tle Sticky Point , maximum 
holding capacity and pore space. Clay content and humus govern 
the figures obtained so that a knowledge of the mechanical 
analysis is helJ>ful in predicting the water relationship. 
REIATIONSHIPS OF THE SOIL TYPES TO rfATER Table by P. w. D., Temuka. 
--------- - - -- - --- -- --- - - -------- -----·- --
Lab .No. Farmer Depth % Moisture Apparent Maximum Pore Specific Index of Uoisture Equi- Hygroscopic 
Sampling at Density Water Holding Space Gravity Texture valent Bouyoucos. Moisture at 
Sticky Point Capacity 50% humidity 
~-----~~~--------~----~------------~~----~--~--------~--------
1185 
983 
985 
843 
1167 
11'71 
1169 
993 
1181 
987A 
987B 
1179 
991 
117? 
999 
1003 
1449 
Scott 
Kelman 
Foley 
Burns 
T. W .Brosnan 
Mehrtens 
Cargo 
Daly 
lalsh 
Foley 
Foley 
T .M .. Brosnan 
Orb ell 
Oli-ver 
Jackson 
Donald 
Aitken 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0- 6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-3" 
6-12" 
0-6" 
0-6tl 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0 - 6" 
0-611 
25.'7 
29.9 
30.4 
25.3 
26.1 
LEVELS SERIES. 
Stony silt Loams. Type 15 {grading to 16). 
1.13 51.5 54.7 2.38 15.4 
21.7 
24" - 36'' Silt Loam. Type 11. 
18" - 24" Silt Loam occasionally stony. Type 12. 
23.9 
18.6 
.99 
1.15 
59.e 
47.6 
58.1 
54.3 
12" - 18" Moderately stony silt Loam. 
KERETA SERIES. 
?leadow Soils. 
2.29 
2.38 
Type 13. 
16.6 
33-.4 
26.? 
31.9 
28.4 
32.4 
34.0 
34.8 
29.1 
31.0 
31.6 
29.2 
35.7 
29.7 
30.2 
27.9 
33.5 
38.9 
2.2 
2 . 8 
2.0 
N 
....... 
Lab. No. 
989 
1165 
99 7A 
997B 
1183 
841 
995 
1175 
144'7 
1445 
1173 
1001 
1005 
Farmer 
Gaffney 
Kane 
Hall 
Hall 
Smith 
Robins 
Mcc ully 
Taylor 
Springs 
O'Connor 
Brosnan 
Hall 
Colombs Rd . 
Depth 
Sampling 
0-5" 
0-6" 
0-6° 
6-12" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
RELATIONSHIPS OF THE SOIL TYPES TO WATER (Contd.) 
% Moisture Apparent Maximum Pore Specific 
at Density Water Holding Space Gravity 
Sticky Point CaEaci t;E. 
AROVIHENUA SERIES . ·--
24" and over Sands 1 sandz Silts a nd Sand.Y-_ Loams • 
20.8 1.33 39.l 48.9 2.48 
24" - 36'' Silt Loam. Type 1. 
34.4 .99 68.6 61.6 2.45 
30.3 
35.0 .94 70.'7 
SEADOV'/N SERIES. 
IJASHDYKE SERIES . 
Index of Moisture EQui- Hygroscopic 
Texture 
Type 4. 
5.5 
29.6 
28.0 
29.5 
va lent Bouyoucos.Moisture at 
- - - - 50% humidity 
21.5 
26.5 
36.6 
35.0 
34.0 
35.5 
34.1 
46.0 
41.4 
53.6 
35.5 
79 .o 
1.3 
2.5 
2.5 
NOTE; Moisture at Sticky Point determined by the method of Keen and Coutts (J.Agric. Sc. 1928, 18 p.p. 740-765). 
Index of Texture= moisture at Sticky Point. Percentage Sand (Hardy; J.Agric. Sc. 1928, 18 p.p. 252-256). 
Apparent Density, Hater holding Capacity, Pore Space and Specific Gravity determined, by Keen-Raczkowski 
Method, Coutts modification (J. Agric. Sc . 1930., 20 p.p. 407-13). 
N 
N 
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Effect of Water Supply on Plant. 
Water affects the plant in four different ways:-
( 1) in the rate of growth 
( 2) in the character and habit of growth 
( 3) in its composition at different stages, and 
( 4) in the amount of plant substance finally obtained. 
Plants usually contain about 90% of water while they are 
growing. When ripening sets in, they lcse much of this. Their 
consumption of water is, however, much greater than corresponds 
with the amount they contain; a constant stream is passing 
through from the roots to the leaves where it is evaporated or 
' transpired" and this stream is associated with the cooling of the 
plant in hot weather, the maintenance of turgidity which keeps 
the stems soft and leaves standing upright, and in a less simple 
manner with the entry of nutrients from the soil into the plant. 
(1) The Effect of Varying Water Supply on Plant Growth. 
The relationship between the amount of dry matter grown and 
the supply of water is shown by Hellriegel's experiments at 
Dahme with barley grown under favourable conditions in sand 
cultures. 
Growth of Barley with Varying Supply of Water. 
Hellreigel (l883) 
Amount of water 5 10 20 30 40 60 80 
Dry matter in grain, gms. Nil 0.72 ?.75 9.73 l0.51 9.96 8.77 
Dry matter in straw, gms •• 12 1.80 5.50 8.20 9.64 11.00 9.47 
The yield of both grain and straw increases with the increase of 
water up to a point and then falls off. (See Graph) 
Similar results have been obtained in the field. Widstoe's 
measurements at the Greenville Experimental Farm, Utah (1912) and 
other workers have obtained results in support of the early work 
carried out by Hellreigel. The aim of the irrigator is then to 
apply sufficient moisture to obtain the approximate maximum 
I 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN YIELD OF BARLEY 
AND SUPPLY OF WATER. 
I 
I 
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yield but to guard constantly against the mistake of over-
watering. 
(2) & (3) The Effects of Water Supply on the Habit of Growth 
and the Composition of the Plant. 
The water supply to the plant must be continuous. Any 
shortage of water, even for a brief period, causes wilting, and 
a prolongation of dry conditions permanently affects the growth 
of the plant. Shortage in the early stages results in poor 
root development and a consequent loss in vigour and plant 
growth, shortage later on induces premature ripening greatly 
reducing the yield whether it be of grasses, cereals or fodder 
crops. A low level of water supply induces the formation of 
small glaucous leaves, a tendency towards stringiness resulting 
in a big increase in the fibre content of the plant growth and 
thus a lowering of the food content. On the other hand, as 
the water supply increases, the root system increases both in 
extent and fineness, the leaves become larger and greener and 
the plant more vigorous. The effect of water supply on 
maturation is further very marked. As the water increases, the 
amount of leaf increases more than that of the seed, thus for 
cereals the ratio of grain to straw decreases when the water 
supply becomes large. This ratio is of great importance to the 
agriculturist. In dry conditions, also, ripening comes too 
quickly and the yield is reduced. 
(4) The Effect of Water on the Amount of Feed Grown. 
A special chapter will be devoted to this aspect - the 
practical results of irrigation - at a later stage in which the 
results of experiments done in Canterbury will be published. 
Examples, without number, of the tremendous increases in yield 
from irrigation in other parts of t:OO world could be quoted but 
of greater interest to New Zealanders .will be the results of 
these increases in their own country. 
S E C T I 0 N II ------- -
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_THE __ ME_TH_c.....-OD-'-S"---"U;..;.;;;SE=D-T;;;..0;.....;;,;APP;:::.:;..:::LY.::...._:'l:.:::'J;i!:!;=--=IRR~I~G~A~T.::.I~ON~W~A~TE=:.:,:;R, 
THEIR RELATIVE COSTS OF CONSTRUCTION .AND THEIR 
RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES. 
GENERAL LAYOUT OF mE SCHEME • 
A study of the adjoining map will give the reader a good 
general understanding of the layout of an irrigation scheme in 
canterbury. The water from the river enters the intake and 
passes down the big main race and can be drawn off at any of the 
laterals as desired. The flow of water from the river dO\m the 
main race and from the main race into the laterals can be easily 
and readily controlled by means of radial gates. The water is 
carried do\vn these laterals or channels which are constructed so 
as to command the areas within the Schel'.ll3. Each farmer is 
provided with a "turn out" placed to command the highest point of 
his farm. Each "turn out" is fitted with a Venturi meter, a 
device used for measuring the flow of water drawn off from the 
lateral to irrigate the particular farm. The construction of an 
irrigation scheme is work for the engineer only - the water is 
delivered to the farmer through the turnout and the question then 
arises - how is it to be applied to the land? It is this aspect 
of construction alone which concerns the farmer and which the 
writer will discuss. 
METHODS OF APPLYING WATER TO LAND. 
The method of irrigation best adapted to special conditions 
will depend on the kind of crop, the fall of the land, the type 
of soil, the cost of construction, and the head of water delivered 
to the irr igator. 
namely;-
There are three methods used in New Zealand. 
( 1) Free or Wild Flooding Mathen . 
(2) The Border Ditch Method. 
(3) The Border Dyke Method. 
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1. THE WILD FLOODING METHCD. 
This method is the simplest method used in Irrigation. No 
construction work is necessary beyond the construction of the head 
ditch. The direction of the head ditch should never be left to 
the "eye" as too often mistakes are made. The Irrigation 
Department provides free survey work and at all times farmers are 
well advised to take advantage of this service. Apart then from 
the construction of the head ditch, no preparation is necessary. 
A canvas dam is placed across the head ditch at a distance of 
perhaps two chains (this distance is best determined by trial and 
error) blocking the water and the banks broken wherever required. 
The water pours through the breaks and spills across the land. 
When a big head of water is available and when the slope is 
considerable, a number of breaks are made so that the water is not 
allowed to concentrate into big flows and perhaps cause scouring. 
On the completion of part of the paddock commanded from the first 
section, the canvas dam is moved on to another section, the 
breaks filled in where already watered and new breaks made. The 
length of these sections will, of course, depend on the head of 
water available and on the slope of the paddock. This method 
then is only really suitable to land having a considerable slope 
and to hillsides, and under these conditions, with the aid of a 
swing plough or single fUrrow plough to make a few furrows to 
direct the water over the bad spots, a mc:xlerately good cover can 
be effected. Under ideal conditions, of course, a 10o% cover is 
obtained, but it is more usual to obtain a 60 - 7<:1/o cover. 
Irrigation by Free Flooding is thus strictly confined by the 
topography of the land. When the topography is suitable not only 
can a high degree of efficiency be obtained, but it is also 
obtained at a low cost. Except for the making of the head 
ditches no construction work is needed. Again, under favourable 
conditions, small heads of water can be used. 
So much for this Method under ideal conditions. Irrigating 
by Wild Flooding when the topography of the land is unsuitable 
~TURNOUT 
WILD PLOODING. 
/:IG* I 
SUPP'-. Y OI TC~/. CANVASS DAM. 
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or even "border line" is, however, definitely not recommended. 
At the best only a poor cover can be effected and there is always 
the inevitable waste of water at the lo~~r end of the field. In 
many parts of the paddock, the water collects in the basins and 
depressions, these parts receiving an excess of water while 
higher knolls or rises will receive little or no water at all. 
Continuous irrigation by this method on land of unsuitable 
topography is almost invariably bound to lead to the waterlogging 
and leaching of these over-irrigated areas with its accompanying 
evils. Further, there is a large loss from evaporation and 
gravity water, a very big chance of causing baking of the soil 
and altogether a low degree of efficiency. In really dry 
seasons when there is a heavy drain on the water supply, water is 
too valuable to be wasted by using this method. It will be 
remembered, however, that when conditions are suitable the Wild 
Flooding Method gives excellent results as the disadvantages 
previously enumerated do not arise. 
In short, it is the cheapest method when favourable, but 
definitely the most expensive when unfavourable. 
Adaption of Wild Flooding Method. 
An adaption of the Wild Flooding Method as shown in Fig. 2 
has been found to give excellent results on the farm of Mr. A. 
Hurst, Papicio. The supply ditch is constructed as shown along 
the brow of the hillside. A canvas dam is placed confining a 
convenient section and the banks broken in places allowing the 
water to run down the slope as shown. Where the flow begins to 
narrow, a furrow is throvm up with a swamp plough following the 
line or contour to ensure that the bank formed is on a level. 
The water banks up along the furrow which is again broken at 
intervals and the flow allowed to spill out as shown. On reach-
ing the flat, the water may be worked across the land for some futL 
ther distance by ploughing a few furrows where necessary. 
Areas Irrigated per Day by Free Flooding Method. 
Grass, clover, lucerne and cereal crops may all be irrigated 
WILD FLOODING 
FIG. Z. 
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by this method. One man under good conditions can irrigate 
from 8 up to Io acres. 
2. THE BORDER DITCH METHOD. 
The Border Ditch Method is excellently suited to the plains 
of Canterbury. It is now being extensively used on both the 
Redcliff and Levels Irrigation areas with highly satisfactory 
results. 
Figures A and B show the use of this method. An extensive 
survey is not necessary, a number of spot levels sufficing to 
determine the direction of the supply ditch which will run 
approximately parallel to the contour of the field. The head 
ditch is made fairly large to carry up to 8 cusecs of water. 
The ridges or highest slopes of the paddock can be readily picked 
up by taking further "shots" with the level and down these 
steepest slopes or rises are run the field ditches at approx-
imately right angles to the head ditch. 
Construction of the Ditches. 
Having determined the direction of the ditches, the first 
operation consists of ploughing down the line with the Ditcher 
Plough (see photograph). An ordinary 2 or 3 furrow farm plough 
may also be used with equally good results. The plough is 
drawn down one side and up the other leaving the furrows thrown 
out on each side resembling a "finish" or fearing. The Martin 
Ditcher, the V shaped implement seen in the photograph, is then 
used to complete the ditch. It is drawn first up one side and 
down the other, this being done twice, and the ditch is completed. 
A third time may be necessary but usually two strokes are 
sufficient. This work should not be left until the farmer is 
wanting water but should be carried out during the winter. Not 
only is the ground much softer and easier to excavate, but the 
banks are also given some time to consolidate. Newly formed 
ditches when filled with water are very likely to leak and break 
giving the irrigator a great deal of trouble and hard work not 
to mention the waste of water. 
BORDER DITCH IRRIGATION. 
..:SUPPLY DITC #. CJ CU.SECS. 
A. 
FIELD DITCl-IE!S APPROX RT ANGLE.S TO CQNTOURS 
FOLLOWING RIDGES OF PADDOCH. 
B. 
--~~_k-.~ ----~----:-:-~--------------------.....;--................. .., 
FIG. 2.. 
/="JG.I .8 Z S H OWING 
OPENING UP OF DITCH 
WITH PLOUGH. 
FIG. + . 
FIG 3 ,a 4- SHOWING 
H OW TJ.IE. MARTIN 
DITCHER IS U..5ED 
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Costs of Construction of the Ditches. 
The costs of construction of the head ditches range from 
2/6 up to 7/6 per chain depending on whether or not any section 
of the ditch requires building up. The field ditches vary in 
cost from 6d. to 2/6 a chain. The figures are contract. 
Actually, if the farmer owns a tractor and has had a little 
experience, he is quite capable of making his ovm ditches in d 
which case the cost to him will be much reduced. Free survey 
ini'ormation is available to him and with the direction of the 
ditches marked out, the construction is very little more 
difficult than many routine farming operations. 
Fall Reguired. 
The greatest efficiency is obtained from the Border Ditch 
Method when the fall down the field ditches is 3" or more per 
chain. ~uite good results can be obtained with a fall of 2" 
per chain but with a fall of less than this it is difficult to 
get the water to travel. The fall on the Levels Plain is 
about 18 - 22 feet per mile i.e., 2" to 3" per chain. The 
field ditches should be constructed not further apart than 2 
chains on the Levels. Sandy soils require a closer spacing 
than clay soils unless a smaller head of water is used for the 
clay soils. Further, to prevent waste by deep percolation and 
to obtain more uniform irrigation, it is best to have the field 
ditches close together. 
Applying the Water. 
A canvas dam is placed across the head ditch stopping the 
water and banking it up. The bank is broken and the water 
allowed to flow down one or (depending on the head available) 
down two of the field ditches. Canvas dams are used to check 
the water in the field ditches and it is diverted by cutting the s 
banks as seen in Figures A and B. The water spreads laterally 
and also down the slope parallel to the ditches. The water is 
easily forced over small irregularities in the field by digging 
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a short line or low bank (single shovelful) with a shovel. 
The more experienced the irrigator, the more expert he will be 
in knowing just where to build these bars. It is usual if the 
flow of water in the head ditch is about 8 cusecs to direct 
about half the quantity down each field ditch. One man under 
good average conditions can irrigate up to 12 acres per day. 
In the method shown in Figure C, the supply ditch is carried 
down the steepest slope or ridge and the field ditches on a 
flat grade across the slope, i.e. parallel to the contours. 
The water when checked in the field ditch overflows or the bank 
is broken at intervals and spreads as a sheet moving slowly 
down toward the next lower field ditch which collects the excess 
or waste water. When irrigating from either method or in wild 
flooding, the irrigator should always make the breaks in the 
highest points. Except for isolated cases, the first method 
described gives much better results. 
The Border Ditch Method may be used to irrigate pastures, 
lucerne, clovers, and cereal crops. The ditches interfere with 
mowing and reaping but the inconvenience caused is nothing when 
compared with the benefits received from the water. The field 
ditches can be readily ploughed in after the crop has been 
removed, or, if the paddock is in grass, when the farmer decides 
to break it up. 
One man can irrigate up to 12 acres a day by the Border 
Ditch Method. 
Advantages of the Border Ditch Methal. 
The Border Ditch Method, while by no means the mast 
efficient method of applying water, has a very definite use 
especially in the developmental stages of irrigation. Its 
greatest recommendation, perhaps, is its cheapness. The ditches 
can be quickly formed at a low cost enabling a farmer who cannot 
afford the outlay for Border Dyking (see next paragraph) to 
irrigate by the Border Ditch Methal • Further, any paddock 
BORDER DITCH IRRIGATION. 
c 
F IELD DITC/.I ES APPROX . PARALLEL TO 
C O/VTOOR.S. 
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which has been sown down in grass or even in crop prior to the 
water being available can be ditched and so watered. This method 
is the only one to be used when the paddock is undulating and 
where it is definitely out of the question to level the land. 
The water is carried out by the ridges in the field ditches and 
flooded down the sides. Under reasonable conditions and with a 
good flow of water, excellent results are obtained. Where the 
country is more difficult and where the fall is about 2" or 
slightly less, the field ditches should be made sufficiently 
large to carry up to 8 cusecs of water, care being taken to build 
good high banks. One ditch alone is concentrated on and the 
extra head will push the water out over the parts of the field 
where the fall is too little for the 4 cusec races. 
Disadvantages of the Border Ditch Methai. 
Except under ideal conditions, there must necessarily be a 
fairly large waste of water for the same reasons as outlined when 
discussing Free Flooding. Again, much depends on the country 
and on the ability and energy of the irrigator. Irrigating by 
this method is not simple nor is it easy, but in some cases calls 
for much hard work. However, it becomes progressively easier 
for the farmer because not only does he gain in experience with 
each irrigation but he also is soon familiar wi th all the little 
difficulties peculiar to each paddock with constantly watering his 
own f'arm. Although by no means fool proof, the Border Ditch 
Method is, and, during the development of irrigation in Canterbury, 
will be the most widely used method of applying the water. 
3. 'IRE BORDER DYKE METH CD • 
The Border Dyke Method is beyond doubt the most efficient 
method of Irrigation. It is admirably suited to such crops as 
lucerne or permanent pasture rye and clover crops which are sown 
down to remain 5 or more years. With sucn crops, although the 
initial costs of construction are much greater than for either of 
the other methods, the Border dykes are in the long run much the 
• 
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cheapest. This method consists of shaping the land in long 
narrow strips extending lengthwise down the natural slope and 
separated by parallel ridges or borders which confine the sheet 
of water within the strip as it runs down the slope. Usually 
the strips are ended at the lower ends by a cross level or by 
the uphill bank of the next supply ditch. For the heavier soils 
it is desirable to provide drain ditches at the lower end to 
remove excess water, but on the Levels plains the natural 
drainage or "get away" of the water is so rapid as to make this 
precaution unnecessary. 
Construction. 
The field is surveyed and a plan drawn showing 2" contours. 
This involves a fair amount of work and is now being replaced by 
spot level plans which are more easily and quickly prepared and 
which exhibit all the topographical detail necessary to the 
contractor. From the inf'ormation given by the survey, the 
head ditches are marked out and the length and width of the bays 
decided on. The dimensions of the strips depend on the texture 
of the soil, the slope lengthwise with the strip and the head of 
water available. Long strips will induce excessive percolation 
at the upper end which will, of course, be greatest on sandy 
soils and for small heads of water. Under conditions existing 
on the Levels, the best results are obtained when the distance 
apart of the check banks is about 40 feet and the length of the 
bays 5 - 7 chains. 
Constructing the Levees and Levelling the Bays. 
The next step is the levelling of the paddock and the 
construction of the banks or levees. The paddock should first 
have been thoroughly cleaned of all weeds and well cultivat ed 
so that little more agricultural work is necessary before the 
final sowing down of the paddock. When making the final 
ploughing, the writer recommends ploughing an inch or so deeper 
than would normally be the case more especially where consider-
able soil has to be removed in grading. By so doing, the soil 
• ,
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removed consists mostly of the poorer bottom soil while the bulk 
of the better top soil remains. The paddock is then roughly 
levelled, the most efficient machine for performing this 
operation being a grader on wheels, the blade of which can be 
readily adjusted at any angle required and which can be lowered 
or raised at will. The earth from the higher knolls is 
removed and used to fill up the depressions and hollows. The 
earth is pushed by the grader, which, when raised, drops the 
s~oil in the low places as desired. Having roughly levelled 
the paddock, the line of the levees is marked out and the soil 
thrown together on the line by running 2 to 4 furrows with the 
plough in the same way as in a "strike out." Further soil is 
then pushed on top of tbe banks until they are 12 - 15 inches 
high - these banks will finally settle to a height of about 10 
inches. The removal of the earth with the plough to form the 
ridges leaves a furrow on each side of the ridge which is filled 
in by the grader. The ridges should be well rounded to enable 
a mower, dray or implement to work across them. The bays 
between the banks are then finally levelled, a "straight board" 
and level being used from time to time to assure the contractor 
that the ground is indeed level crosswise. The final operation 
is the construction of the head ditches and the placing of the 
head gates. One head gate is placed in the centre of the 
length of head ditch between each bay. Care must be taken to 
place the floor of these gates on the level with the bays. 
A second method of making the banks or levees is by the use 
of the grader alone. With a powerful tractor grader these 
levees can be thrown up by merely pushing the surface soil off 
in sufficient quantities to form the banks. No ridge is first 
thrown up with the plough. The writer does not recommend this 
method as too much good soil is shifted sometimes leaving the 
soil of the paddock too "hungry". 
TERBURY G CUL U L COLLE 
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Points to Remember in Smoothing & Levelling the Land . 
The object of this operation is the shaping of the surface 
to permit the application of water. When the work has been well 
done the water will be easily and uniformly distributed over the 
land and the waste of water and of time in irrigating will be 
a minimum. When the work is poorly done, leaving the surface 
more or less rough and irregular, it will require more labour 
to distribute the water, low spots will receive an excess of 
water and high knolls will not be wetted sufficiently; some 
' 
parts of the land will receive more water than others with a 
waste by deep percolation; the result will be increased cost of 
distribution, waste of water and unequal and poor crop or 
pasture production. The extra cost of a well graded surface 
will be more than repaid by the better results. 
The amount of work in grading and the methods used will 
depend on the character of the land, the surface, and the methods 
of irrigation. With the Border Dyke it requires careful 
smoothing of the land to make each strip level transversely and 
with a uniform slope longitudinally. 
Further Points to Keep in Mind when Constructing Border Dykes & 
Levelling. 
An i~rtant point to keep in mind when preparing new areas 
for irrigation is that land which has not been previously 
cultivated or cropped, no matter how well it has been graded and 
levelled, will settle down after a few waterings and the low 
spots re-appear. To overcome this difficulty, it is necessary 
to grow annual crops of oats, etc., for at least 2 years and 
grade the land each time before sowing. The ploughing and 
cultivating and grading necessary for these crops will soon have 
the effect of levelling and compacting the soil in addition to 
giving the channels and layout generally a preliminary testing. 
It is not advisable to put permanent pasture or lucerne on new 
land which has not been previously cropped and tested, for sooner 
or later the low areas will re-appear, become waterlogged, and 
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the pasture or lucerne die out and give place to useless rushes 
and sedge. 
Costs of Construction. 
The cost of Border Dyking a paddock and constructing the 
necessary head ditches ranges from £1.10. O. up to £4. o. o. an 
acre depending on the evenness or otherwise of the paddock. 
These figures are contract and do not allow for the cost and 
placing of head gates. When the ground is so uneven and cannot 
be levelled, etc., for a cost of under £2. o. o., the farmer 
should not attempt to Border Dyke it but in such case would use 
the Border Ditch Method of irrigating. Concrete head gates 
4' 6" wide at 14/- each can be bought from the Public Works 
Department. As a rule li of these gates are required to each 
acre. The cost appears considerable, but once placed, they will 
last for all time. A less permanent head gate, built from 
Pinus Insignis for about 3/6 each can be substituted and will 
give good service for years especially if the precaution of 
tarring or oiling the wood is undertaken. The average cost, 
taken from a number of paddocks Border Dyked on the Levels is 
£3. 2. 6. per acre. This includes concrete head gates. 
Ra!!f5e of Costs. 
Levelling and throwing up Levees 17/6 to 30/- ~r acre 
Constructing head ditches 2/- to 7/6 per chain 
Constructing other ditches 6 to 2/6 per chain. 
To this must be added 21/- per acre for the concrete head gates 
plus the cost of the labour in placing them, thus bringing the 
average cost per acre up to £3. 2. 6. 
Sowing Down of the Border Dykes. 
The cost of Border Dyking a paddock is considerable and if 
the farmer is to get tbe quickest and greatest returns for this 
outlay he must realise the necessity of proper and thorough 
cultivation, the sowing of certified grasses and clovers of 
proved permanence and high production, and the carrying out of a 
regular and systematic manurial topdressing. More space will 
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be devoted to this aspect later on, but the writer wishes to 
emphasise the importance of this sowing do"Wil. Water on poor 
pasture will give satisfaction perhaps; water on good pasture 
will cause amazement. Thus the field, prior to dyking must be 
thoroughly worked, the final stages of cultivation being 
completed after the construction and levelling. A light 
grubbing, a harrowing and a rolling should leave the paddock 
ready for the drill. The harrowing and grubbing is done across 
the dykes, the rolling with them. The dykes should be rolled 
before grubbing to consolidate them and again afterwards. 
Drill on the rolled surface and across the dykes. The farmer 
may think that the dykes are too high but if he keeps in mind 
the fact that in time they will settle down, he will not make the 
mistake of working them dawn. Low banks allow the water to 
leak out and will always be a source of hard work and annoyance. 
Application of Water with the Border Dyke Method. 
Besides being the most efficient method of irrigation, it 
is by far the easiest and is almost foolproof. The flow of 
water, which is delivered to each strip by the supply or head 
ditch, is checked by means of a canvas dam and the head gate 
pulled out allowing the water to travel in an even sheet down 
the border. The flow is shut off by replacing the gate in time 
to leave sufficient water to reach the lower end. One strip is 
watered at a time and when completed the irrigator moves on to 
the next one. The canvas dam is so placed that 3 or 4 strips 
can be watered before removing it further on to command another 
length of the paddock. 
the system is foolproof. 
The work is reduced to a minumum and 
Areas Irrigated. 
With the Dykes well constructed and with a good flow of 8 
cusecs up to 16 acres a day can be irrigated. 
It might appear at first sight that this method would over- ' 
irrigate the top end and leave the lower end under-watered. 
This, in practice, is not so. The amount of water which soaks 
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in at any point is not dependent upon the depth which may be 
passing over the surface at that point , but rather upon the 
length of time during which free water of any depth has been 
resting on the surface. Almost immediately, the supply is cut 
off, the film at the upper end being a few inches deep and thus 
having more velocity, runs forward, leaving the surface there 
uncovered. Its progress, however, at points lower down is 
slower and slower. It therefore takes longer to run off these 
lower points, and this happens to compensate in a remarkably 
correct manner for its not having reached these lower points so 
soon when the supply was coming in. 
SOME DEFINITIONS OF TERMS REFERRED TO IN IRRIGATION. 
The term "Duty of Water" as commonly used expresses the 
relation between the area of land served and the quantity of 
water used. The gross duty of water represents the relation 
between the quantity of water diverted from the source of supply 
and the total area of land irrigated by the canal system. 
The net duty of water represents the water delivered to the 
land as obtained by measurements of the water at tlE margin of the 
field. It includes besides the volume of water used by the 
plants, the losses by evaporation, percolation and waste occuring 
on the field, which can be controlled to a large extent by a 
skilful irrigator. The duty of water is spoken of as high when 
the area irrigated by a certain volume of water is comparatively 
large, and as low when the area is comparatively small. The net 
duty must be distinguished from the correct water requirement for 
maximum per acre yield and from the water requirement for maximum 
economical yield from a limited water supply. The correct water 
requirement for maximum per acre yield is that quantity of water 
which is necessary to produce maximum yield per acre when the 
losses by percolation, evaporation, and waste, which can be 
controlled by practicable, skilful methcrls of irrigation and 
cultivation, have been eliminated. The water requirement for 
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maximum economical yield from a limited supply of water is that 
quantity of water which when correctly applied will give the 
maximum total net returns from a limited water supply. The 
net duty thus represents the volume of water which is used 
according to the available water supply, the judgment and skill 
of the irrigator. 
Factors Determining Duty of Water. 
Net duty of water is affected by a number of factors:-
1. The Method used in irrigating, the preparation of the land 
and the skill of the irrigator. As explained earlier, poor 
preparation will entail great waste arrl uneven distribution 
of the water. Under Canterbury conditions the Border Dyke 
gives greatest net duty. 
The kind of crop. Some crops require more water than 
others, lucerne being an example of a crop requiring much water. 
3. The poorness or goodness of the pasture. The net duty of 
water applied to a well sown down pasture of highly productive 
strains will be much higher than for a run out or poorly 
established pasture. 
Time and frequency of irrigation. Pasture irrigated 
regularly before allowing to become too defoliated by over hard 
grazing or too dry and withered through want of water will 
obviously give best results from irrigation. Again, inter-
cultivation of such crops as swedes after watering will decrease 
evaporation losses. 
The factors outlined have perhaps the greatest effect on 
the values of the Duty of Water but many others such as rainfall, 
temperature, winds and humidity, etc., determine the results 
obtained. 
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT OF WATER USED IN IRRIGATION. 
The unit of rate of flow of water commonly used is the 
Cubic Foot per Second, or as it is usually called the Cusec. 
It may be defined as a volume of 1 cubic foot of water moving at 
the rate of 1 lineal foot per second. In other words a flume 
l 
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12 inches wide and 12 inches deep placed on such a grade as to 
give a velocity to the water of 1 lineal foot per second will 
produce a flow of a cusec or 1 cubic foot per second. Thus the 
cross sectional area in square feet multiplied by the velocity in 
feet per second will give the discharge in cubic feet per second. 
The flow of one cusec for 1 hour will discharge a quantity 
of water sufficient to cover 1 acre to a depth of l inch. This 
unit is spoken of as the acre inch. The larger unit, the acre 
foot, is best used for expressing large volumes of water. It 
represents a volume of water equivalent to a depth of water of 1 
foot on an area of 1 acre and is equal to 43,560 cubic feet. 
1 cubic foot = 6.25 gallons 
1 acre foot = 43,560 cubic ft. = 272,250 gallons 
1 second foot or cusec = 6.25 gallons per sec. = 375 gallons per 
minute. 
1 second foot in 24 hours gives nearly 2 acre feet (l.983) 
1 second foot in 1 hour gives nearly 1 acre inch. 
THE COST OF WATER AT THE LEVELS & REDCLIFFE IRRIGATION SCHEME_s . 
The charge made for water at the Levels and Redcliff 
Irrigation Schemes is at the rate of 3d. per cusec hour i.e., 
3/- per acre foot. During the first year of operation, the 
charge was ~d. per cusec hour, the second year 2d. and from then 
l 
on 3d. When irrigating by the Border Dyke system approximately r 
4 inches of water to the acre is applied i.e. the cost to the 
farmer each irrigation is 1/- an acre. Later on the writer will 
give the actual increase in production and stock carrying figures 
which will demonstrate to the reader how ridiculously cheap the 
water is. From a study of the charges made for irrigation water 
in many other countries, Canterbury at 3 ~ per acre foot is the 
cheapest in the world. It may be asked, why? A study of the 
Irrigation areas in Canterbury will give the answer to the question. 
Canterbury, topographically, is almost ideal for irrigation and 
added to this fact an unfailing source of water is always avail-
able. In fact, during the hot dry norwesterly periods of the year 
when the need for water is the greatest, our snow fed rivers are 
I 
.. 
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flowing at their highest. Thus no provision is necessary 
such as the building of dams for the storing of water. The 
intakes from which the water is drawn off are built direct on 
the banks of the rivers. They are indeed simple structures 
and present no engineering difficulties. Further, the water 
does not have to be brought for long distances to the areas 
intended to irrigate. On the Levels Scheme the first farm 
which can be served with water is little over a mile from the 
intake. It might even be said that if Canterbury could have 
been specially mapped out, the rivers carefully placed, little 
improvement could have been made on the actual layout of 
Nature. For these brief reasons and for many more not out-
lined, the explanation for the cheapness of our irrigation 
water in Canterbury is to be found. 
Comparative Charges. 
Below is a comparison of the charges for water made in 
New Zealand on our schemes and in some other countries. The 
charges are for 1 acre foot of water:-
s. d. 
Galloway 8. o. 
Manuherika 8. o. 
Olrig Terrace 8. o. 
Rippon Vale (private scheme) 15. o. 
Ardgour 7. 6. 
' Redcliff 3. o. 
' Levels 3. o. t Ashburton 3. o. 
Australia 
Bacchus Marsh 12. o. 
Werribee 12. o. 
Maffra 10. o. 
Goulburn 8. o. 
America 8~ Ya.kima Valley 7. 
Southern California 72. o. 
l 
[' 
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PASTURE, LUCERNE & OTHER CROPS UNDER IRRIGATION. 
Pas tu~. 
Irrigation in Canterbury will mean the gradual change over 
from the present system of dry land farming entailing the 
constant renewal of pastures every 3 to 4 years, the provision 
of artificial feeds for fattening and wintering, to a highly 
productive system of grassland farming. The two main crops will 
be pasture grasses and clovers and lucerne; the pasture will 
carry and fatten the stock during the growing part of the season, 
while lucerne, hay, and silage will be used during the winter. 
Both lucerne and pasture respond remarkably to irrigation and 
as they will be of major importance under irrigation development, 
these crops will be dealt with in detail. 
SOWING DOWN OF PASTURES. 
The first step towards success is taken with the preparation 
of the ground and the sowing down of the pastures. The land 
must be thoroughly cleaned and well cultivated, the aim being to 
form a well consolidated finely worked seed bed. The final 
stages of cultivation will consist of a light harrowing and 
grubbing and a rolling. A ton of lime is sown to the acre prior 
to these last operations. The seed with a cwt. of super is 
then drilled in on the rolled surface, the coulters of the drill 
just breaking the ground. The direction of sowing if the field 
is Border Dyked is across the Borders. The seed may be broad-
cast but on the light plains soils, in the opinion of the writer, 
better results are obtained if the rye grass seed is drilled in 
and the clovers broadcast. Drilling allows of best establish-
ment of the rye, but if the clover is drilled in with the rye, 
it is inclined to become choked by the more vigorous and quicker 
establishing rye plants. For this reason the clover is best 
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broadcast - if the broadcaster cannot be adjusted to sow the 
small quantities of clover a few pounds (t of a bushel} of rye 
should be included. The drilling and broadcasting can all be 
carried out during one operation if a drill with broadcaster 
attached is used. The paddock is then harrowed, a light set of 
I 
harrows being used, and finally rolled. The pasture may be sown 
in the Spring or early Autumn but Autumn sowing is recommended. 
The farmer should always bear in mind that the better his 
pastures at the commencement, the quicker and greater will be its 
response to water. Good water and time is wasted on poor grass. 
Under no circumstances should the farmer sow anything but 
certified strains of rye and clover. High production is the 
goal and this can only be achieved by the sowing of strains of 
proved persistency and yield. True, water will bring poor 
pastures back and, perhaps, a very fine cover will be produced, 
but this takes time and money and the pasture will never be as 
good as the one which has been well sown down. 
Mixtures used in Sowing Down. 
From observation made by the writer on pastures under 
irrigation at Redcliff, Levels, and on the Demonstrational area 
in Ashburton, certified rye and certified No. 1 wild white clover 
appear to be outstanding. A closer and denser pasture ideally 
suited to close grazing under controlled management and a greater 
quantity of feed is produced. 
follows:-
The mixture recommended is as 
25 - 30 lbs. Certified Permanent Pasture 
2i - 3 lbs. Certified White Clover 
3 lbs. Dogstail 
( 3 lbs. Certified Montgomery Clover} 
While Cocksfoot produces a good growth of feed under 
irrigation and especially during the summer and autumn months, it 
does not appear to stand up to the grazing of the rye and clover. 
Further, it is much slower in recovering after stocking. 
Subterranean Clover has also been tried and although it is yet 
too early to dogmatise, in the opinion of the writer, it has 
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nothing to recommend it over Wild White ~Rye. The fact that 
it dies off about December and is not ready for feeding again 
until late autumn is a drawback, but, no doubt, it will have a 
place under irrigation for winter feeding and lamb fattening. 
Rye grass and White Clover will, however, take foremost place 
under irrigation. 
When to Commence Irrigation. 
Water is applied during the part of the year which 
corresponds in general with the period of plant growth. The 
beginning of the irrigating season will depend largely on the 
amount of seasonal precipitation, the character of the soil, and 
the climatic conditions especially the temperature of the soil 
and water. The bulk of the soils of the Levels and Canterbury 
Plains, as previously explained, are stony silt loams, fairly 
porous and coarse with a low retentive power and which require 
early irrigation. Under conditions prevailing on the Levels 
Plain there is little or no need for irrigation, however, until 
about the beginning of October. Up to this time soil moisture 
for plant growth is not lacking and large quantities of cold 
river water applied will lower the temperature of the soil below 
what is best for plant growth. The application of water too 
early, especially if the water is cold, is actually a detriment 
(Professor Hilgard states that most cultivated plants may be 
considered as actually inactive between 40° and 45° Fah.) 
Soil moisture determinations of samples from key stations 
are taken fortnightly at the Public Works Department, Temuka, 
and when these results begin to drop much below 20%, the moisture 
content for optimum growth, the time to commence irrigation has 
arrived. 
The Frequency of Irrigation for Pasture. 
Pasture on the light soils require frequent irrigations to 
maintain a continuous and vigorous growth. The soil should 
never be allowed to dry out s ufficiently to cause wilting of the 
FIG. 2. IRRIGATE.0 
FIG. 4-. A FIELD OF 
IRRIG. MOIVTCLOV£R 
MONTGOME'R Y CLOVER. 
FIG.I. UNIRRIGATED. 
FIG. a. A CLOSE UP 
OF FIG C.. 
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plants. The aim of the irrigator should be to apply water so 
that the soil moisture content will range on either side of the 
optimum content for plant growth. The interval between 
irrigations will, of course, depend on the amount of rainfall, 
but with dry weather conditions prevailing, pasture gives 
greatest growth if watered regularly every 2 - 3 weeks in 
Canterbury. Under such a programme of watering, the grasses 
and clovers are never in lack of moisture and with the warmth 
of the ground such as it is during a normal Canterbury summer 
and autumn, the conditions for plant growth are ideal. The 
quantity of highly nutritious and palatable feed produced is 
nothing short of amazing. The pasture quickly thickens up and 
a dense sward of clovers and grass is the result. With the 
pasture thoroughly established, the cover is perfect and, when 
this stage is arrived at, losses from surface evaporation are 
reduced to a minimum. The irrigation interval can then be 
lengthened to perhaps 3 weeks. The importance, however, of 
frequent irrigations cannot be overstressed. The paddocks 
under pasture on the Demonstrational areas on the Levels and at 
Ashburton are watered every 2 weeks and the writer can say 
confidently that they are definitely the best pastures in their 
respective districts. In fact, the irrigated pastures on Mr. 
Hammond's farm, Ashburton, {Demonstrational area) are in the 
opinion of the writer the best he has ever seen in Canterbury. 
The pasture should receive a thorough final watering 
towards the middle of autumn to enable a strong root development 
and so ensure early feed in the Spring. In every case, 
pastures well irrigated in the autumn, and this in spite of 
heavy following rains, have produced the earliest and strongest 
growth in the Spring. 
STOCK MANAGEMENT. 
The first essential is to have the paddocks well sub-
divided so that a controlled system of stocking can be carried 
out. Paddocks of from 12 to 16 acres seem to be about the 
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desirable size. 
for a short time. 
The aim is to stock with a big mob of sheep 
The herbage is uniformly clipped and 
selective grazing prevented. Further, with heavy stocking 
for a short period there is less waste from fouling the pasture. 
The practice carried out on the Levels and Ashburton 
demonstrational areas can be summarised as follows:-
1st of month Water pasture and spell 
Approximately 7th of month Stock 
Middle of month Water pasture and spell 
Approximately 23rd of month - Stock 
End of month Water pasture and spell 
N.B. Number of waterings would, of course, depend on 
rainfall. 
The stock are left on for sufficient time to graze the 
pasture to within about an inch of the ground and are then 
removed to the next block. The farmer must always guard 
against overstocking his pastures as continued severe defol-
iation will quickly ruin the plants. This mistake is a common 
one with beginners. A farmer will water a paddock and, if the 
weather continues dry and he is short of feed, will overstock 
this only green paddock he has and in many cases completely 
ruin the grasses and clovers. Controlled grazing, on the 
other hand, gives the pasture every chance - it recovers 
rapidly and produces to a maximum. 
Toward the end of Autumn, the pasture should be spelled 
for a period and during the winter heavy stocking is to be 
discouraged. The spelling of the pasture during the autumn 
allows for good root development and consequently a strong 
growth in the Spring. Martin G. Jones, Jeallot's Hill, bas 
shown that plants made a distinct effort to maintain a certain 
ratio of green plant to the rest of the plant even though the 
temperature is below that for requisite growth. If then the 
winter grazing is too hard, this growth which may be called the 
dormant growth is made at the expense of the whole plant and is 
reflected in the weakness of the pasture in the spring. 
.. , 
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Influence of Defoliation on the Plant and its Root System. 
Sward. Lightly Grazed. Heavily Grazed. 
Seeds mixture 
3rd harvest year 28.92 1.70 gm.s. of root 19.46 1.77 
Very old Permanent 
pasture 58.13 4.20 " " 39.60 1.66 
Perennial Rye grass 
3rd harvest year 32.98 1.35 " " 26.68 1.65 
Cocks foot 
3rd harvest year 41.37 5.56 " " 19.09 1.26 
Red Clover 
3rd harvest year 5.80 0.62 " " 3.06 0.14 
It is obvious that good stock management must be 
practised if the best results are to be obtained from irrigation. 
Irrigation means high production, high carrying capacities, and 
highly specialised management. 
Top-Dressing of Pasture. 
Top-dressing trials are being carried out by the Department 
of Agriculture at both the Levels and Ashburton. This aspect 
of irrigation management will be thoroughly investigated, but 
at this early stage detailed results are not yet to hand. 
Lime and super, however, give a very definite response under 
irrigation. It must, of course stand to reason that the mare 
feed there is produced, the more sheep and wool grown, the 
greater will be the drain on the phosphates and lime of the soil. 
If the limiting factor to production is not to become one of 
plant nutrients, then an adequate progrannne of top-dressing 
must be carried out. 
At the present time practically the whole area of 
Canterbury and particularly those areas which will be reticulat-
ed are very deficient in humus and are consequently low in 
fertility. The explanation of this existing lack of fertility 
.. , 
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most obviously centres round the low rainfall and high 
evaporation conditions which cause tbe retardation of growth 
for long intervals of the growing period of the year and so 
weaken and finally cause the death of the pasture grasses and 
clovers. The losses are further accentuated by the programme 
of continual cultivation which has to be carried out under 
present farming. In the past top-dressing could not greatly 
influence this level of fertility for, in the absence of water, 
the minerals necessary for plant growth cannot be taken into 
soluble form and so made available to the plant. Under 
irrigation, the necessary moisture supply is present and thus 
it becomes possible to convert the phosphates, lime, etc., into 
an available form. By stimulating the growth and vigour of 
the grasses and clover, we immediately start the wheels of 
industry in Nature's own laboratory. Strong clover growth 
means greatly increased activity among the micro-organisms and 
so the fixation of greater quantities of nitrogen, which 
nitrogen in turn feeds the grasses. The great production of 
feed given under irrigation combined with top-dressing and heavy 
stocking must, as the years go on, greatly increase the quantity 
of humus and the fertility of the soil. In order to build the 
fertility as rapidly as possible by establishing dense pastures 
of grasses and clovers, it is suggested that the top-dressing 
in the initial stages of the pasture be fairly heavy. 
The Possibilities of Controllin Grass Grub Odontria-
Zealandica b Irri ation. 
Introduction: 
It would be difficult to attempt an estimate in terms of 
money of the loss caused by grass grub attack on our pastures 
and crops of Canterbury, but if such a loss could be capitalised 
it would certainly reach a staggering total. Annually, 
extensive damage is caused by this pest - in some years the 
pasture from hundreds of acres of land being partially or 
-, 
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completely destroyed. Any means by which the ravages of the 
grub can be prevented economically would surely be welcomed by 
the farmers of these areas and while it yet too early to 
dogmatise, the possibilities as demonstrated by results to date 
of irrigation being the cure are so encouraging that tbe writer 
feels some mention should be made of this aspect. This year 
in some areas of the Ashburton County the grass grub is causing 
extensive damage, some farmers having as much as ?5% of their 
grass land areas completely or partially ruined. The serious-
ness of such infestation by grub both in direct loss requiring 
pasture renewal and in the indirect and probably greater loss 
suffered through lack of feed does not need any elaboration to 
any person with a knowledge of farming. 
Observations at Le\ltls and Radcliff. 
This autumn many paddocks on the Levels and Radcliff, 
South Canterbury, have been severly attacked by grass grub and 
in many cases the depletion is such that the farmers have no 
alternative but to break up the pastures. Significantly 
enough, pastures which have been irrigated frequently throughout 
the season are relatively free from the grub. Very small 
patches are to be seen in some of these paddocks but they are 
very confined in area. Furthe~ in these patches, although 
attacked by grass grub, few plants have been completely destroyed, 
Other plants some of the roots of which have been damaged are, 
owing to the moist conditions of the soil, making strong root 
growth and remain fairly firmly in the ground. There is still 
a fairly dense cover even where some plants have been destroyed 
and indications are that in the Spring there will be little or 
no evidence to show where the grub has been. On the Demonstrat-
ion area on the Levels, evidence of grass grub on the irrigated 
borders would not exceed 3 - 5%, while on the borders left 
un-irrigated throughout the season, the infestation would reach 
60% or more. Even along the tops of the dykes or ridges between 
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the borders where the water has been unable to reach, the attack 
from grass grub has been very severe. It appears, that the 
water makes the soil inimicable to the development of the grubs 
and further brings large numbers to the surface where they are 
destroyed by birds as the writer was unable to find grubs in any 
quantities except in the isolated patches mentioned. Many 
paddocks both at Radcliff and Levels were examined and results 
indicate very definitely that irrigation will give a high degree 
of control. The irrigation~, however, must be fairly frequent 
and must be carried into the autumn. Several paddocks which had 
received only one application of water in the early summer were 
examined, but such treatment, in these cases, gives little or no 
control. It seems that with regard to grass grub control 
autumn irrigation is of paramount importance. The writer has 
spoken to and questioned many farmers who have had experience 
with irrigation concerning grass grub control both at Levels and 
Radcliff and has invariably received the same reply - that 
irrigation in the late summer and autumn gives practically 100% 
control. In view of the huge losses suffered by the farmers of 
Canterbury through the ravages of grass grub, the writer feels , 
prompted to suggest that if irrigation would effectively control 
this pestt then the construction of the big schemes in Canterbury 
would be warranted if for this reason only. It is not claimed 
dogmatically at this early stage that complete or almost complete 
control of grass grub can be obtained from irrigationt but results 
to date are most encouraging. 
3. -
.1· 
S UM M A R Y. ____ ...... __ 
Sow down with only the best strains of grasses and clovers 
(certified) on a well prepared seed bed. 
Water at regular intervals at no time allowing the pasture 
to suffer from moisture shortage. 
Adopt a system of controlled stock management. 
Water in the Autumn, spell and graze lightly during the 
winter months. 
Carry out a liberal programme of top-dressing preferably 
twice during the year - once in the Spring and once during 
the Autumn. 
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RESULTS OF SHEEP GRAZING AND PASTURE TRIAIS UNDER 
IRRIGATION AT LEVEIS AND ASHBURTON. 
A. SHEEP GRAZING TRIALS. 
Introduction: 
The average number of sheep which can be carried on the 
light plains land of Canterbury and the Levels is about ! ewe 
to the acre. During the wetter parts of the year many more 
sheep could be carried but the farmer must limit his standing 
flock to such a number as to correspond to his feed growth of 
the dry month of the year. Should he stock up to the growthy 
periods of the year, the dry weather will find him overstocked 
and forced to sell and at just such a time when many others 
are trying to do the same thing. Nobody, on the other hand, 
wants sheep and the result is reflected in the low price 
obtained in the Sale Yards. Under irrigation the story is 
entirely different. The farmer no longer has to adjust the 
size of his flock to suit the variations of the weather, but 
is able to stock up to the growthiest months of the year. His 
biggest fear, a drought, simply disappears. The number of 
sheep carried on irrigated pasture will appear almost 
incredible to the farmers of our dry plains of Canterbury. 
Such carrying capacities on these light lands are unprecedented 
and without irrigation entirely impossible. After a perusal 
of the following figures the real significance of the term 
"stock up" under irrigation will be appreciated. The figures 
are for dry sheep - two tooths and upwards. 
Trials carried out on property of C. E. Kerr, Levels. 
Area of 28 acres subdivided into two fields of 14 acres. 
Irrigated every 2 - 3 weeks and rotationally grazed. Block 
No. 1 predominantly Cocksfoot. Block No. 2 predominantly 
F'G. Z!. 
NOT£ TH£ BURN UP 
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TH/£. TOP:S OF THE 
BORDE.RS. 
FIG4. 
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CAPAC I Tl E.S. 
SHEEFGRAZ.INGON 
IRRIGATED PASTURE. 
FIG. I. 
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.SHOWING TH£D£NSi1J 
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Perennial Rye and Wild White Clover. 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
_\ugust 
Block No. 1 14 Acres. 
Season 1938 - 39. 
Sheep Days 
1407 
3380 
5280 
5356 
3296 
2256 
3922 
2010 
927 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Block No. 2 14 Acres. 
Season 1938 - 39. 
Shee~ Days 
3 80 
2288 
6340 
7056 
3296 
3168 
4372 
2250 
309 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
~verage per acre. 
3.35 
7.79 
12.58 
12.33 
7.5 
5.7 
9.03 
4.8 
2.1 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Average per acre. 
9 .0 
5.27 
15.1 
16.25 
7.5 
8.0 
10.07 
5.3 
0 .7 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Trials carried out on property of Mr . w. Hammond, Winchmore . 
Season 1938 - 39. 
Acreage 35. Subdivided 3 paddocks. Irrigated every 
2 - 3 weeks . Pasture predominantly Rye grass and White Clover. 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
Sheep Days 
8400 
15825 
21250 
18750 
12000 
10500 
6613 
11115 
10760 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
~6verage per acre . 
7.7 
14.l 
19 .6 
16.8 
10.? 
10.4 
5.9 
10.29 
9.96 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Trials carried out on property of Mr . w. Hammond , Winchmore . 
Season 1937 - 38. 
Sheep Days Avera~e per acre 
per Acre . 
May 174.9 9.13 
June 
July 8 .44 .272 
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April 
May 
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Sheep Days 
Per Acre 
(Contd.) 
l3.7? 
40.8 
497.22 
187 .5 
580.55 
39?.1 
251.8 
182.21 
389.55 
504.1 
B. PAS TORE TRIALS . 
Introduction: 
Average per acre. 
(Contd.) 
.444 
1.36 
16.04 
6.25 
18.72 
12.8 
8.99 
5.87 
12.98 
16.2 
In conjunction with the Sheep grazing trials, pasture 
trials have been carried out by the writer at the Levels and by 
Mr. McKellar of the Department of Agriculture, at Ashburton. 
The weight of feed gro~n on irrigated and non-irrigated pasture 
have been taken at fortnightly intervals. In every case the 
irrigated and non-irrigated pastures have been sown down with 
identical mixtures, have received tre same manurial treatment, 
the only difference being that the one pasture bas been irrigated 
while the other has received no water except what bas fallen in 
the form of rain. These results, therefore, are comparable in 
every way. 
Technique of Experiment. 
A number of frames, 11 feet square, were constructed (see 
photograph), four of these frames being placed on an irrigated 
border and four on a non-irrigated border, both areas having 
received similar manurial treatments, etc. For ease in explan-
ation the frames will be given numbers:- Al, A2, A3, and A4, 
re presenting those on the irrigated borders, and Bl, B2, B3, and 
B4, those on non-irrigated borders. At the commencement of 
the trial Al and A2 and Bl and B2 are movm, an ordinary grass 
mower and catcher being used. The clippings are collected in 
the catcher and thrown away. At the end of a fortnight, or the 
F'I0.3. EXPEFf. /:"RAME:. 31TUAr£o 
ON NON ZRRIQ. OYNE:.. 
F"IG.6. 
A COMMON SIGN T ON 
TUE. DRY PL INS LANO 
A 3 YRS OLOPASTURE~~~ 
• 
•.,J 
FIG4. IRRIGATED 
DVl<E.. 
/:91 G . ..::S. 
TNE: POSS,BIL,T/£SOF 
CANT£Rl!3JJRY UNDER 
IRR! A I ON 'P • 
A a YRS OLD PASru11£ 
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interval decided on , Al and A2 and Bl and B2 are again mown , 
the clippings from each being weighed . The frames Al and A2 
and Bl and B2 are then removed to new positions on their 
respective borders. At the saroo time, A3 and A4 and B3 and 
B4 are mown, the clippings collected and thrown away. At the 
end of the next fortnight A3 and A4 and B3 and B4 are mown, the 
clippings weighed and the frames removed to new positions . 
Al and A2 and Bl and B2 are clipped and the clippings thrown 
away. By the adoption of this method, the square enclosed in 
the frames is mowed twice but weighed only once . Constant 
mowing of a pasture will induce considerable botanical changes, 
but by moving the frames to a new position every fortnight, this 
change is prevented from occurring. Further, the produce from 
new blocks of the pasture are being weighed each time and so 
over a space of time, all variations, the good and the bad, are 
brought under test. The trials are duplicated on each bor der. 
BLOCK NO. 1. 
Predominantly Cocksfoot. 
Manurial treatment on sowing down 1 ton lime, 
3 cwt. super. 
Age pasture 3 years. 
Period 4/1/39 to 19/1/39. 
Weight Irrigated Pasture 
Weight Non-Irrigated Pasture 
Increase 207% 
Period 19/1/39 to 31/1/39. 
Weight Irrigated Pasture 
Weight Non-Irrigated Pasture 
Increase 1066% 
Rainfall for January 
Eva-poration 
Irrigation Dates 
Pericxl 31/1/39 to 13/2/39. 
Weight Irrigated Pasture 
Weight Non-Irrigated Pasture 
Increase 820% 
Period 13/2/39 to 2/3/39. 
Weight Irrigated Pasture 
Weight Non-Irrigated Pasture 
Increase 2500% 
Rainfall for February 
Eva'Poration 
Irrigation Dates 
3.7 
1.3 
3.2 
0 . 3 
lbs . 
lbs . 
lbs. 
lbs. 
1.34 inches 
5 .117 inches 
January 6th and 21st. 
4.11 lbs . 
0.5 lbs. 
5 . 0 lbs . 
0 . 2 lbs . 
.82 inches 
4 . ?6 inches 
February 3r d and 21st . 
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BLOCK NO. 1. (Contd.) 
Period 2/3/39 to 14/3/39. 
Weight Irrigated Pasture 
Weight Non-Irrigated Pasture 
Increase 1078% 
Period 14/3/39 to 31/3/39. 
Weight Irrigated Pasture 
Weight Non-Irrigated Pasture 
Increase 328% 
BLOCK NO. II 
Rainfall for March 
Evavoration 
Irrigation Dates 
3.'75 
0.35 
4.6 
1.4 
lbs. 
lbs. 
lbs. 
lbs. 
1.81 inches 
3.034 inches 
March 2nd and 16th. 
Rye grass, White Clover dominant. 
Manurial treatment on sowing down 3 cwt. super 
and no lime. 
Age pasture 3 years. 
Period 4/1/39 to 19/1/39. 
Weight Irrigated Pasture 
Weight Non-Irrigated Pasture 
Increase 625% 
Period 19/1/39 to 31/1/39. 
Weight Irrigated Pasture 
Weight Non-Irrigated Pasture 
Increase 850% 
Rainfall for January 
Eva-poration 
Irrigation Dates 
Period 31/1/39 to 13/2/39. 
Weight Irrigated Pasture 
Weight Non-Irrigated Pasture 
Increase 1054% 
Period 13/2/39 to 2/3/39. 
Weight Irrigated Pasture 
Weight Non-Irrigated Pasture 
Increase 5266~ 
Rainfall for Februarz 
Evatoration 
Irr gation Dates 
Period 2/3/39 to 14/3/39. 
Weight Irrigated Pasture 
Weight Non-Irrigated Pasture 
Increase 950% 
Period 14/3/39 to 31/3/39. 
Weight Irrigated Pasture 
Weight Non-Irrigated Pasture 
Increase 200% 
Rainfall for March 
Evaporation 
Irrigation Dates 
2.5 
0.4 
3.4 
0.4 
lbs. 
lbs. 
lbs. 
lbs. 
1.34 inches 
5 .11? inches 
January 9th and 23rd. 
5.8 
0 . 5 
7.9 
0 .15 
lbs. 
lbs. 
lbs. 
lbs. 
.82 inches 
4.76 inches 
February 6th and 22nd. 
5.7 
0.6 
9.4 
4.7 
1 . 81 
3.034 
March 
lbs. 
lbs. 
lbs. 
lbs. 
inches 
inches 
3rd and 6th. 
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N.B. For the period above, water had been flowing in the 
head race for several days and underground seepage caused the 
growth of extra pasture on the non-irrigated border. 
.. 
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LUCERNE UNDER IRRIGATION. 
Introduction: 
On the light plains lands of Canterbury and South Canterbury 
lucerne without irrigation cannot be successfully grown. Lack 
of soil moisture is reflected in poor and stunted growth and it 
is only a matter of a few years until the stand has completely 
disappeared. Under the dry land system of farming as 
practised in these lands to-day, the farmer is forced to provide 
feed for the winter in the form of turnips, swedes or kale. 
Research into animal husbandry has shown beyond doubt that good 
winter feeding is the real keynote to the production of fat 
lambs. It might even be said that the lamb which will be taken 
fat from the mother is grown during the winter - poor winter 
husbandry forces the ewe to call on her own body reserves to 
provide for the wants of the developing offspring and the result 
at lambing time is a poorly developed lamb and a mother laN in 
condition and with a restricted milk supply. With the spring 
growth of the grass, a great bulk of the feed eaten by the 
mother does not go into the production of milk but is used to 
make good the loss of condition, to replace the body fat and 
tissues used up by the lamb during foetal growth. In 
Canterbury the turnip crop is very subject to the vagaries of 
the climate over which, without irrigation, we can exercise no 
control. In early stages the crop is ttreatened by the turnip 
beetle; if it survives and the summer is dry, the diamond back 
moths, white butterflies and myriads of aphis take a steady toll. 
Dry seasons and parasites, not to mention many of the specific 
diseases such as dry rot, make the production of the turnip crop 
too uncertain. Failures in the turnip crop mean a shortage of 
winter feed. With irrigation, the cost and uncertainity of 
growing turnips can be replaced by the lucerne crop. Lucerne, 
if the drainage is good, as it is on the silty porous plains 
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lands, is eminently suited to irrigation. At the Levels many 
highly pToductive stands are now growing where in the past lack 
of continuous soil moisture made this crop an impossibility. 
With the development of irrigation, the growing of lucerne hay 
for winter feeding of the stock will become, next to pasture, 
the major aspect of the farmer's management. The great 
possibilities of this crop in Canterbury in the years to come 
cannot be overlooked and the writer feels that due attention 
should be paid to its production in this article. 
Soils Adapted to Lucerne. 
The first essential to a good vigorous growth of lucerne is 
drainage particularly if the field is to remain productive for a 
reasonable state of time. In Canterbury, on the areas which 
will come under irrigation, the drainage is excellent, so much 
so that any fears the grower may entertain on this aspect of 
lucerne growing may be promptly forgotten. Drainage, therefore, 
offering no difficulties, the next question is - Will lucerne 
grow on these poor stony silt loams which form the bulk of the 
country under review? To the uninitiated our. lighter types of 
gravelly soils would appear hungry and unproductive, yet given 
cultivation, moisture and seed, striking results will in every 
case be obtained, the land previously covered with weeds, hair 
grass and run out pasture being quickly transformed into 
luxuriant fields of lucerne. The writer has seen so mnny first 
class, highly productive stands growing on the poorest of the 
soils in the Levels Irrigation Scheme that he can make the above 
assertion with absolute confidence. If the establishment of the 
stand is carried out according to the instructions laid down by 
the Department of Agriculture and if the waterings are frequent 
and adequate, then the lucerne will certainly do the rest. 
Preparation of the Land. 
Since lucerne is a perennial crop normally expected to 
occupy the land for several years and over this period give high 
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production, special attention should be given to the putting 
of the land into the proper condition for irrigation, to the 
preparation of the seed bed, and to the getting of the crop 
started. This is important to ensure not only good yields, 
but also as efficient and economical handling of the crop as 
possible. 
Levelling and Checking. 
There is only one method of irrigating such a valuable 
crop as lucerne and that is the Border Dyke Method. The 
farmer should select, if possible, a block of land with a 
suitable fall and which can be easily levelled. The land 
having been decided on, it should be skin ploughed at the 
beginning of summer and thoroughly worked on the surface until 
all weeds have been destroyed. In the autumn it is then deep 
ploughed and left to lie open to the frosts and weather. In 
the spring the land is well worked up with a view to killing 
annual weed growth and obtaining a fine seed bed. Just prior 
to the final stages of cultivation, the block is levelled and 
the dykes and head ditches constructed. Too great emphasis 
cannot be laid on the desirability of making a first class job 
of this work. It has already been explained in an earlier 
paragraph how these dykes are constructed and it is in the 
farmer's own interest to pay particular attention to every 
detail. The permanency of the crop well merits the little 
extra time and cost put into careful preparation. Having 
completed the construction work, the farmer should roll the 
dykes several times to consolidate them as much as possible so 
that they will not be dragged down during the final stages of 
cultivation. A ton of lime to the acre is then applied and the 
paddock lightly grubbed and harrowed across the dykes. A 
rolling completes the cultivation and everything is then ready 
to sow the seed. 
Time of Sowing. 
Lucerne can be sown during the Spring or early Autumn but 
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under conditions such as exist on the plains, January and early 
February sewings are to be recommended. If in the Spring, the 
farmer should delay sowing until the first crop of spring weeds 
has germinated and been killed by cultivation. 
Inoculation. 
Lucerne, in common with other legumes, requires for its best 
development the presence of symbiotic bacteria which live on its 
roots and gather the nitrogen from the atmosphere. These 
organisms cause the nodules on lucerne roots, supply the plant 
with nitrogen, and make for thriftier more vigorous growth. 
Without the presence of this specific organism the plant must rely 
on the nitrogen present in the soil, often too meagre for the 
best results. In nearly every case in Canterbury and South 
Canterbury on the reticulated areas the land is being seeded to 
lucerne for the first time and hence it is absolutely essential 
to i~oculate the seed. The inoculum which is a commercial 
preparation of the nodule bacteria put up in various media, is 
readily obtainable. If used while fresh and strictly according 
to directions, excellent results will be obtained. 
inoculation is to ensure certain failure. 
Drilling and Rqte of Seeding. 
To neglect 
The seed, after inoculation, is sown at the rate of 16 lbs. 
to the acre down the manure box of the drill with 2 cwt. of lime 
and super mixed in equal parts. This rate of seeding may a i:ear 
heavy but the land is poor and shingly and the death rate of the 
seedling fairly high. Experience has shown that a heavier rate 
of seeding is generally necessary for a satisfactory stand. 
Drilling should be done on the rolled surface, across the Borders 
or Levees as well as the dykes so that all will be seeded. The 
drill should be set to sow as lightly as possible, the coulters 
just breaking the surface. Seed is sown down every coulter and 
the depth of seeding must not exceed one and a half inches. If 
the seed is planted too deeply, the small amount of reserve 
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material stored in it will be exhausted before the seedling 
reaches the surface, and the result, obviously, will be a poor 
stand. After drilling, the stand is lightly harrowed and may be 
rolled. 
Care of the New Stand. 
If the field is free of weeds, the seed bed in good 
condition, and the weather favourable after sowing, no attention 
will be needed until the plants reach the flowering stage. The 
vagaries of the weather and other factors may make some attention 
necessary. If possible , however, the stand should not be 
watered until the young plants are at least several inches high. 
Irrigation before this stage may cause baking and so prevent the 
tender seedlings from pushing through. 
Annual weeds of one form and another always appear to some 
extent in a new stand. Because of their rapid growth they may, 
when very numerous, seriously threaten the new stand by their 
shading and smothering effect. Since they cannot be cultivated 
out the only way of combating them is to cut them with a mower 
and thus again expose the slower growing lucerne plant to the air 
and sunlight. The fact that a weedy field of lucerne, when cut 
back sometimes does much better than one that has not been mown, 
has doubtless been responsible for the popular belief that cutting 
young lucerne causes it to stool out. Experiments, however, 
have amply demonstrated that the cutting of lucerne in its early 
stages is not good for the plant but may be a factor in the 
thinning out of the stand and the slowing up of growth. When in 
its early stages of growth , the lucerne plant is usually slender 
or spindling with most leaves near the top. If it is cut off 
low enough so that all the leaves are removed, it will die, while 
if only a few leaves are removed its growth will be checked. The 
most vigorous plants are those allowed to pursue their normal 
course until they are well in bloom when new vigorous buds appear 
at the base and new growth is ready to 'function. The old growth 
can then he removed with impunity. Thus in cutting even weedy 
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fields the farmer should set the mower as high as possible so as 
to disturb the young plants as little as possible. It will be 
further realised for the same reasons that it is important to cut 
the crop each time before the new growth has become too long to 
escape punishment. 
Irrigating Young Stand. 
How frequently should young Lucerne be irrigated? There is 
much difference of opinion on this point. Some farmers believe 
that it should be withheld until the plants show positive need 
for water. The theory behind this point of view is that withhold-
ind the water will force deeper root development so that the plant 
will have a larger feeding area and hence make greater growth 
later. Within reasonable limits this view has, perhaps, some 
justification. If the sur ace of the soil is kept saturated, 
the root penetration will be retarded, but there is no reason for 
supposing that it will develop more rapidly if the plant is 
actually suffering from a lack of water. The writer is of the 
opinion that the new stand should be watered immediately it begins 
to show the want and from then on as indicated by the plant. The 
watering should be more frequent for a young stand as the root 
system is only partly developed. 
Irrigating Established Stand. 
For the reasons outlined, a young stand requires two waterings 
between cuts. With an established stand a good heavy watering of 
upwards to 5 inches between each cut seems to be all that is 
necessary for heavy growth. The root system is well developed 
and deep and hence the duty of water much higher. 
Time of Watering. 
Lucerne may be watered before cutting or after the crop has 
been cut and removed. Watering before cutting obviously takes 
much longer but the foliage prevents much loss by evaporation. 
Further, it shades the ground from the sun and so prevents baking 
or crusting of the surface. The crop, of course, cannot be cut 
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until such time as the ground is firm enough to carry horses 
or tractor. The writer, however, favours the practice of 
watering lucerne after it has been cut but when the plants are 
again showing green. Water is carried out much more quickly 
and the growth is sufficiently high to reduce evaporation 
losses. On the Levels plains four excellent crops of hay 
are being taken from stands receiving one good irrigation after 
each cutting. About 5 inches of water are applied per acre, 
thus the irrigation water for the season amounts to approximate-
ly 20 inches. With the average rainfall of 22 - 24 inches, 
themtal amount of water would be 40 inches. Of course, much 
of the rainfall falls during the winter months and is not 
available for production as the plant is more or less in the 
dormant stage. Duty of water experiments on lucerne in the 
States of .America at the University Farm at Davis and at Delhi, 
California, showed the most economical yields are obtained with 
annual applications between 30 and 40 inches. 
Top-Dressing and Cultivation of Stand. 
The stand, if production is to be kept up, must be top-
dressed regularly every season. A single dressing of 5 cwts. 
lime and 2 - 3 cwts. of super per acre in the autumn is 
recommended or two applications of half this quantity , one in 
the early summer and the other in the autumn. The manure 
should in all cases be applied just after an irrigation and so 
allowed to "settle down" into the surface before the next 
watering. Should the stand show signs of weed invasion, it 
should be scarified with a hustler or grubbers after the last 
cut has been removed. In some older stands on the Levels poa 
pratensis is encroaching and unless this is combated by 
cultivation, it will sooner or later talce possession. The 
importance will, therefore, be realised of thoroughly cleansing 
the ground before the crop is sovm. 
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Costs of Cultivation per Season. 
1th water at 3d. per cusec hour, the final charge which 
will be made at the Levels and Canterbury Schemes each irrigation 
will cost the grower 1/3 to the acre for water allowing for a 
5" application. Tbus four waterings during the season at this 
rate of application will cost 5/-. Allowing for a man's wages 
at 2/- an hour and the rate of watering an acre to the hour the 
charge for wages per acre for the season will be 8/-. The 
total cost of wages and water will be 13/- per acre. For this 
small cost of 13/- an acre, 4 tons of first class Lucerne Hay 
can be grown - without it the farmer is wasting good time and 
money in trying to grow this crop. 
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OTHER CROPS UNDER IRRIGATION. 
Introduction: 
As pointed out previously, the whole aim of irrigation in 
Canterbury is to replace our dry land system of farming with a 
highly productive grassland system. Ultimately it is to be 
expected that rape and root crops will be dispensed with 
altogether but development to such a stage will, of course, be 
a matter of years and in the meantime the importance of these 
crops cannot be overlooked. This season (1938 - 39) the effect 
of irrigation on Rape and Swedes has been well tried out; the 
responses, especially in the case of swedes, exceeding all 
expectations. 
SWEDES. 
About the second week in January, the Swede crops on the 
Levels began to show the first signs of moisture deficiency. 
While irrigating pasture on the property of Mr. W. Day, Levels, 
the writer decided to try the effects of water on his swede crop. 
Four rows were watered. At the end of a week the difference in 
growth was so marked that the owner agreed to having his whole 
crop irrigated. An excellent cover was obtained, only a small 
area of about l/12th acre in the far corner of the field remain-
ing unwatered. A few days later half a paddock of swedes on 
Mr. Nixon's farm at Washdyke were watered, the other half being 
left as the farmer was dubious of the results. At the end of a 
week, in spite of the fact that .70 inches of rain fell, the 
owner was so impressed that he asked to have his whole crop 
watered. As soon as the ground was firm enough to carry the 
horses, both farmers were advised to scuffle (horse hoe) between 
the rows. Results speak for themselves and especially to the 
farmer, practical results. In less than a week several more 
farmers were anxious to have their swede crops done and to date, 
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February 16th, within six weeks of watering the first swedes on 
the Levels plains, arrangements have been made to water 30 such 
crops. Unfortunately many of the crops could not be irrigated 
until the necessary supply ditches had been constructed and this, 
of course, meant some delay. However, the work was soon carried 
out and the swedes watered. Without question or doubt the only 
crops of Swedes on the Levels plains this season (1938 - 39) 
within the irrigation area are those that have been irrigated. 
The crops not irrigated are small and puny with bluey badly 
wilted foliage heavily infected with blight. In fact, so 
severe is the blight that these crops may be written off as 
almost a total loss. The more cautious "wait and see" farmers 
who watered their swedes when they were already badly wilted and 
infected with aphis have staved off failure at the eleventh hour 
but the application of water two weeks earlier would have meant 
a very good crop instead of only a fair one. Even in spite of 
the blight such swedes have shown remarkable recovery and can be 
expected to bulb up well. On the other hand, crops watered 
early are strong and vigorous with almost an entire absence of 
blight. Mr. Day who was the first man to water, has unquestion- ~ 
ably the finest crop of swedes within the Levels Irrigation 
Scheme. They are growing on some of the lightest land on the 
Levels and are a source of great pride to the owner. These 
swedes were watered a second time five weeks after the first 
watering and even should the dry weather continue, will have an 
abundant supply of moisture until well into the autumn. The 
farmer had some difficulty in getting through the rows after the 
second watering with the horse hoe so dense was the foliage. 
It is most remarkable but the first four rows watered, although 
done again a week after when the whole crop was irrigated, are 
still slightly in advance of the rest. Another crop growing on 
Mr. Nixon's property, who was the second farmer to irrigate 
swedes, is showing wonderful growth and development. While 
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these t\vo crops are outstanding, many of the other crops, 
especially those watered before the blight had made too severe 
an invasion, are in excellent condition and can be relied on to 
produce heavy yields for the winter . 
Irrigating Swedes. 
Fortunately, most of the land on the Levels is fairly even 
and with a fair fall. Crops which have been ridged with the 
fall of the land have been quickly and easily irrigated. The 
su ply ditch is brought across the rows at the head or top of 
the paddock and by placing a canvas dam and breaking the banks 
at intervals the water is allowed to pour out and flows down the 
rows. In nearly every case the furrow left after the swedes 
have been scuffled and thinned is sufficient with the fall to 
carry the water quickly down the rows. Up to lengths of 10 
chains have been watered with no effort other than that required 
to cut the banks and remove the dam. The banks are cut in a 
number of places so that a good many rows are done at a time. 
It has been found to be much better than making say a single cut 
and letting a large flow of water dovm fewer rows. 
Many of the crops watered this year have not been on ground 
where conditions have been as favourable as outlined in the 
previous case. Small rises often occur sufficiently high to 
prevent the water from travelling the whole length of the paddock. 
In such cases a field ditch is run down the length of the paddock 
(see Photograph) and, if the rise is considerable, another head 
ditch is taken off at ri t angles across the ridge. If, on 
the other hand, the rise is not too great, a small bank is 
built up with a shovel and the ditch broken on the rise just 
above the low bank. The water will then travel out across the 
rows and then by breaking the small bank is allowed to flow down 
the rows. 
The construction of a ditch, even for a short way out into 
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the paddock of swedes, means the destruction of a good number of 
plants not only on the ground actually taken up by the ditch but 
also at the ends where the tractor is turning. Further, it 
offers an obstruction to the horse hoeing of the swedes. Tbe 
horse turning at the ends will again destroy many plants. For 
these reasons wherever possible, a low ridge built with a single 
shovelful of earth is preferred as it offers no obstruction to e 
the horse hoeing after irrigation and very few plants are 
disturbed. Actually very little work is required. 
Cultivation after Irrigation. 
It is very important that the crop be inter-cultivated after 
irrigating. If this is not done, the surface will cake and 
become very hard and inimical to plant growth. Further, a great 
deal of the moisture will be lost by evaporation. On the other 
hand, if the crop is inter-cultivated immediately the ground is 
sufficiently firm to carry the horses, the surface is left free 
and easy and conditions for plant growth are optimum. What is 
equally important, heavy evaporation losses are prevented and 
thus the nett duty of water applied is increased. The saving in 
soil evaporation due to mulches is well shown in the graphs 
taken from Etche.verry - Uses of Irrigation Water. 
Sowing Swedes intended for Irrigation. 
When ridging swedes the farmer should follow the natural 
fall of the land and then, should the season be dry, the crop can 
be watered with ease. The writer would further recommend that 
when scuffling the swedes after thinning, the farmer should put 
a wider tooth on the back tyne of the horse hoe and adjust it so 
that it is slightly deeper than th:3 side and forward tynes. By 
doing this a narrow furrow is left which will carry the water 
quickly dovm the rows. It would have an added advantage in that 
the water would not have to "back up" behind to such an extent in 
order to travel over the slight ridges and so parts of the crop 
would not be over-watered. 
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costs of Watering Swedes. 
With normal seasons prevailing, swedes shoul not require 
more than two waterings and perhaps only one to ensure best 
growth. The average cost this year of watering swedes on the 
Levels was 1/- an acre for the water. One acre per hour is 
approximately the average time taken to irrigate and allowing 
the man's wages at 2/- an hour, the total cost is 3/- per acre. 
When it is remembered that in a season such as is being 
experienced at present (1938-09) without irrigation the crops 
are definitely a failure, then the ridiculously low cost of 
water when it means salvation will be appreciated. swedes are 
an expensive crop to grow in that they require first careful 
preparation of the land, secondly, intercultivation, and thirdly, 
thinning, which thinning at present wages alone costs between 
25/- and 35/- per acre. If heavy swedes are obtained the crop 
is not so costly but if only a mediocre crop results, then it 
is definitely an expensive one. Two irrigations at 3/- an acre 
a time is surely a low price to pay to assure the success of the 
crop. One could go further and point out what failure means 
when the farmer has to buy winter feed especially when there is 
a shortage, but this is so obvious as to require no elaboration. 
l· 
2. 
3. 
S UM M A R Y. 
Ridge the swedes with the natural fall of the land. 
Use a wide tooth on the back tyne of the scuffler or horse 
hoe after thinning. 
Do not wait until such time as the swedes have become badly 
wilted and blighted but water when the first signs of 
moisture deficiency are evident. 
Intercultivate after irrigation so as to form a mulch. 
Appendix: 
The irrigated swede crops produced good heavy yields. 
Several paddocks of these swedes were sold realising up to as 
much as £14. an acre. 
.. 
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RAPE. 
The effects of irrigating ra e crops at certain stages of 
their growth have been tried out this season (1938 - 39) on the 
Levels. On :Mr. Burns' property a small part of a rape field 
which had been sown in the normal way o the flat with a drill, 
was watered at a stage when the plants were about an inch in 
height. The crop, being so short, made it impossible to water 
without actually covering the plants. A few days later the rape 
began to yellow off and compared most unfavourably with the rest 
of the crop. About six weeks later when the crop was just 
commencing to ripen off with the dry weather another small area 
was irrigated. This time the plants were sufficiently high to 
enable watering without covering the crmvn and at this stage the 
response to irri ation was remarkable. The dry conditions 
prevailing had caused the rest of the field to ripen off 
prematurely, the plants were short and stunted with poor leaf 
growth . Where watered, however, at the later stage, the rape 
was twice the height and the leaves crisp and fresh and well 
grown. Similar results were obtained at Redcliff nd it appears 
that rape is a crop which in its early stages will not stand the 
water on the crown. When sufficiently grown to enable 
irrigation to be carried out without immersing the plant, then 
excellent results were obtained. The results would suggest that 
the obvious way in which to grow rape for irrigation would be on 
ridges. Rape gr~Ning on ridges would be easily and quickly 
watered without fear of covering the crown of the plants. It is 
an important crop in Canterbury and will continue to be until 
such time as irrigation can reach the stage in its development 
when it can be dispensed with, and in view of this fact, rape 
growing on ridges under irrigation will be experimented with at 
the Levels in the coming season. 
A point that interested the writer was that, when the ra e 
.. 
r 
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was fenced the lambs ate the small areas of irrigated rape right 
to the ground before bothering much with the remainder of the 
crop. Why they should show preference is a matter for conjec-
ture but it may have been that as the weather at the time was 
abnormally hot and dry and the lambs were fenced off water, they 
first ate the irrigated rape because of its freshness and higher 
moisture content. The unirrigated parts of the crop were 
badly withered and dried up. 
'WHEAT. 
Introduction: 
Compared with pasture and lucerne, the water requirement of 
wheat is much less, the growing period is shorter, the depth of 
the roots less, and for these reasons the water requirement of 
this crop is influenced to a greater extent by the rainfall, 
especially during the growing period and by the condition or 
"heart" of the soil. If the land is in poor "heart" even the 
maintenance of an adequate and continued soil moisture content 
will not ensure the production of a heavy crop. 
To date the effect of irrigation on wheat has not been 
extensively tried out for two reasons. Firstly, the seasons 
since irrigation was started on the Levels have been such that 
there has been a fairly plentiful rainfall during the growing 
period, and secondly, wheat is not expected to become a crop of 
much importance when compared with pasture and lucerne under 
irrigation. A few crops have been watered and the results 
obtained have served to indicate that should the season warrant 
it, wheat can be irrigated very successfully. 
Irrigation Practice for Wheat. 
The soil under conditions prevailing previously in Canter-
bury contains sufficient moisture at seeding time to germinate 
the seed and start the plants growing. After the plants have 
germinated, the first irrigation should not be applied until the 
. . 
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plants require it but before they begin to suffer for want of 
moisture . On our soils, this will be about 3 - 4 months after 
sowing autumn wheat as quite often dry spring conditions are 
experienced. Care must be taken not to over-irrigate and for 
many parts of the field this is difficult to avoid if the paddock 
has not been carefully field ditched after sowing. Too much 
water will cause a yellowing off of the plants and will do more 
harm than good . Provided, however, the paddock is well watered, 
there is no question of the beneficial effects obtained from 
irrigation. After the first irrigation, if it is carried out at 
this stage when the plants are 4" to 6" high, it is advisable to 
harrow the paddock a few days later. This practice has a double 
effect. It tends to prevent baking and at the same time helps 
to aerate the soil. The plants are, at this stage, sufficiently 
strong and well rooted to resist pulling by the harrows. Should 
the season remain dry a second irrigation may be desirable when 
the heads just begin to form and, perhaps, even a third when the 
heads are filling out. It is never likely, however, that a crop 
under our weather conditions would require all three irrigations. 
If the spring rainfall is adequate, the crop may need only one 
watering. The three stages outlined are the stages at which, 
if the crop requires water, it should be irrigated. The practice 
varies, as explained, depending on the character of the soil, 
the time and extent of the rainfall. 
S !IMM! RY. 
The irrigator should aim at obtaining as near a loo% cover 
as possible otherwise the crop will ripen in patches and so cause 
trouble at harvesting. The importance of this will be realised 
if the crop was, say. one of the readily shakeable varieties such 
as Hunters. The paddock then should be laid out with sufficient 
ditches to enable a rapid and complete cover. Unfortunately 
these ditches are a source of obstruction to harvesting as they 
cannot be crossed with the binder in cutting nor by the drays in 
stacking or carting in to the mill. 
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FARM :MANAGEMENT UNDER IRRIGATION. 
Introduction: 
During the past, irrigation in New Zealand has been 
practised to a very limited extent and until the completion of 
the Redcliff and Levels Schemes was confined solely to Central 
Otago where an area of some 68,000 acres has been reticulated. 
In Central Otago, irrigation is concerned with supplying all the 
water requirements of the crops, but in Canterbury irrigation 
will be used to supplement the annual rainfall. In placesof 
very low rainfall the value of irrigation is seldom questioned 
as a means of producing growth, but irrigation as a supplement 
to an already moderate rainfall (although quite inadequate 
during several months of the year) is often much doubted. On 
such areas, namely Canterbury, a type of dry land farming to fit 
in with the low rainfall has evolved and today it is difficult for 
the farmers on such areas to visualise or appreciate the benefits 
of a supplementary moisture supply artificially supplied. In 
other parts of the world many examples can be quoted of the 
unquestionable success of irrigation supplementing an already 
-. 
• 
d 
average rainfall. There are then two main types of irrigation 1 
practice:-
1. 
g_. 
Where irrigation water is solely responsible for plant growth 
Where irrigation water is responsibie for a much heavier 
and more prolific production of plant rowth where such 
plant growth under natural conditions is limited by ~n 
inadequate soil moisture content from reaching anything 
like maximum. production. This is the case in Canterbury. 
PRESENT POSITION IN CANTERBURY WITHOUT IRRIGATION. 
The rainfall of tbe li hter lands of Canterbury, as previous-
ly explained, averages between 22" - 24". Under these semi-
drought conditions a definite system of dry land farming is carried 
out. This is wheat growing combined with fat lamb raising. The 
ewe flock is completely renewed every two years by the purchase of· 
sound mouthed cross bred or half bred ewes from which two crops 
of lambs are taken. The ewes are then disposed of in good 
t 
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seasons as fats and in bad seasons for what they will bring. 
The lambs, which provide the bulk of revenue, are fattened on 
rape although in good seasons a majority may go fat off their 
mothers. The rape land is then the basis of wheat growing. 
The ewes are wintered on turnips. Thus the farming is fat lamb 
raising and wheat production. The greatest profits are taken 
in years during which there is an ample rainfall. In drought 
years the farmer is unable to take many lambs from their mothers 
and, what is more serious, is unable to fatten them on a rape 
crop which has failed to grow. This fear of a drought has thus 
resulted in a practice of understocking and hence it is impossible 
to farm Canterbury under existing conditions to anything near its 
maximum production. 
Management most suited to irrigation will gradually evolve 
as irrigation develops and hence it would be impossible at this 
stage for the writer to give a detailed and complete system of 
f'arm management under the new regime. The principles, in view 
of the results already obtained, will be in.dicated. 
TYPES OF IRRIGATION FARMING. 
Irrigation could be used in Canterbury to develop two 
different types of farming:-
1. A moderated System of Dry land Farming 
• 
d 
3[' 
1 
When the summer conditions became drier than is normally the 
case, irrigation would be applied to tide over the critical 
period. Under the system of dry land farming of today, the 
farmer is stocked to average seasons and it is only when a fairly 
prolonged drought sets in that he is unable to carry his normal 
flock. Irrigation, when used as a sort of stand-by, would be 
entirely unwarranted and uneconomic. 
2. Irrigational Farming. 
This is the whole aim of irrigation in Canterbury - to use 
the water to replace the old dry land farming by a highly 
productive system of grassland farming whereby high production 
becomes entirely dependent on irrigation. The vast quantities 
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of water which in the past have been allowed to flow out to sea 
will be, on the completion of the irrigation schemes, utilised 
to pour on to the thirsty lands of the plains . With irrigation- , 
al farming the pastures are grovm from the rivers so to speak, 
dry periods and droughts disappear and the farmer is enabled to 
stock up to what in the past have been the "springs" of the year. 
Under the present conditions his standing flock must be regulated 
to the dry months . This means that in the wet months of the year 
his pastures cannot be efficiently controlled. They become 
long and stemmy and unpalatable in the S ring; during the 
Summer they are burnt up and perhaps overstocked. The result 
is the weakening of the pasture and finally deterioration of the 
grasses and clovers and their replacement by weeds, hair grass 
and sweet vernal. About three years from sowing down and the 
paddock has to be ploughed up and re-sown. At the same time, 
the farmer must provide green feed for the Spring, fodder crops 
for fattening in the Swnmer, and turnips and swedes, etc., for 
the Winter. With irrigation, pastures will remain highly 
productive for twice the period and all indications are for a 
much longer period than even six years; lucerne will replace 
the provision of root crops for winter and the costly and 
continuous cultivation necessitated under our present system will 
be greatly lowered. Irrigation although it will change the 
present day system of farming in Canterbury will in the long run 
simplify farming . 
PRINCIPLES OF FARM MANAGEMENT . 
Farm management under irrigation will tend to m.ake "North 
Island farmers" out of our Canterbury farmers. They will change 
over from agriculturists to pastoralists . With the full 
development of irrigation, pasture and lucerne, as previously 
explained, will from all indications be the two major crops. 
Farm management will revolve round these crops and management 
which gives the greatest efficiency will gradually come and stay. 
I I 
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The main principles of good management may be summarised as 
follows:-
1.· 
2. 
~· 
4. -
Subdivision of the farm into paddocks of 14 - 16 acres so 
that a rotational grazing and efficient stock management 
pro ramme can be followed. 
The laying out of the paddocks, i.e. ditching border 
dyking, etc., to their best advantage for wat~ring. 
The thorough establishment of good pastures and lucerne. 
The ~doption of a programme of watering at such intervals 
as will always ensure sufficient moisture for good growth. 
correct balance of pasture and lucerne. As lucerne hay 
or silage will be used to winter the stock, sufficient 
areas to grow the required sup ly will have to be sown 
in this crop. 
6. An adequate pro rarnme of topdressing to ensure high 
production from both pasture and lucerne. 
1· First class stock to gain greatest efficiency and income 
from the feed grown . Good big Romney ewes crossed i th 
Southdown Rams are to be recommended. For the production ' · 
of both fat lambs and wool, the Romney appears to be 
outstanding. On the irrigated areas of Redcliff, this 
class of sheep is favoured by every farmer without 
exception. 
g. First class stock management. 
PRELIMINARY DEVELOP1~NT. 
Development up to the stages indicated under Irrigational 
farming will of necessity be gradual in that irrigation should 
be used to overcome the greatest difficulties first. To 
commence with, an area of a farm will be irrigated to ensure an 
ample supply of grass during the period in which the lambs are 
fattening. This will mean that a greater number will be 
fattened off the mothers and there will be no danger of a feed 
shortage at this critical eriod as is the case at present. 
Following on from this stage, when an ample supply of feed is 
guaranteed during the summer and autumn, a further area can be 
irrigated to provide extra winter feed. This area should be in 
Lucerne as the greatest quantity of hay per acre can be secured 
from this crop. The next step is the gradu~l increase of these 
irrigated areas so that more stock can be ca ried until the 
optimum stage of development is reached. This naturally means 
t 
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that the arable crop will gradually tend to disappear and grass-
land farming will take its place. Thus will come Sub-Division 
and top-dressing and more careful control and management of the 
sheep and pastures. Under the system the urchasing of ewes 
will cease and farmers will tend more to the maintenance of a ewe 
flock on sounder lines - that is by renewing portion of the flock 
yearly by the raising of their own young stock. This will 
result in stabilising the farming of Canterbury on sound and 
profitable lines. 
100 ACRE FARM 
Introduction: 
The area of the Levels Irrigation Scheme is approximately 
13,000 acres comprising 90 holdings. The size of the farms 
range from 30 acres and less up to 400 acres, the average being 
about 100 acres . At the present time many of these farms are 
too small to be economic and the owners have to supplement their 
meagre inco~es by doing outside work. This practice naturally 
results in two things:- (1) Neglect of the farm. 
(2) Deterioration. 
Developed under irri ation some of these smaller holdings 
could be brought to such a stage of production that they would 
not only provide a home for the owner but also a good sound 
living. The following farm is a typical 100 acre holding. 
writer has done a farm management survey of this holding under 
The 
its present system of management in order to arrive at its present 
value on a productive basis. An attempt has also been made to 
show what it would be possible to do if this farm was thoroughly 
developed under irrigation. 
Locality: 
Levels. The farm is situated on the main point to Timaru 
road approximately 3 miles below Pleasant Point and on the north 
side of the road. Average Rainfall 22 - 24 inches. 
Soil TYJ?e: 
Silt loam running out to a stony silt loam. Slightly 
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better than central Levels plain land. Good sweet early 
country for fat lambs. 
General Condition of Farm: 
A roximately half farm at present in run out pasture, 
weeds, sweet vernal and hair grass. Some voluntary white 
clover, tre foil and few isolated plants of Cocksfoot and rye-
grass. One addock predominantly Subterranean Clover which 
seems to do remarkably well on this particular farm. 
The fences and buildin s are in a bad state of re air. 
The farmer is keen and energetic but owing to having to spend 
so much of his time away on outside work, is forced to neglect 
his farm. 
Present System of anagment: 
Buys in Crossbred sound mouth ewes, mates with Southdown 
Rams, takes one crop of lambs and fattens old ewes. Lambs all 
fattened off mothers or few that left over on subterranean 
clover. Average weight of lambs 36 lbs. Average wool clip 
9 lbs. 
Carrys ? milking cows - average production 230 lbs. of 
Butterfat. lso ? - 8 sows and boar. Pigs sold as weaners. 
Grows few acres of wheat and barley. Renews about 16 acres 
grass each year sowing ordinary Canterbury perennial and 
ordinary White Clover. 
turnips. 
4 acres Swedes. 
Carrys out no top-dressing programme. 
Grows no rape and 
. . 
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FARM A. 
Farm Expenditure: 
Wages of Nanagement, £150. & 1% of total assets managed 
Other Wages 
Threshing 
Chaff cutting 
Shearing 
Seed:- 4 lbs. SWedes @ 3/-
16 B. P. ryegrass @ 3/3) 
16 b. Western Wolths @ 3/3) 
32 lbs. Sub. Clover @ 2/-
48 lbs. Red Clover @ 9d. lb. 
12 b. Barley @ 4/6 
14 b. Wheat @ 6/8 
Nanure, Super 2 tons 13 cwt. @ £5. ton, 
Tractor Fuel 
Sacks & Twine 
Cartage (in own Farm Truck) 
Fencing 
Repairs 
Rates 
Land Tax 
Insurance 
Electricity 
Sundries 
Travelling for Farm 
Total Cash Expenses 
12. 0. 
£5. 4. o. 
3. 4. o. 
1.16. 0. 
2 .12. 0. 
4 .13. 0. 
(Ctge. paid) 
Depreciation:-
Dwelling 
Buildings 
Implements & 
t of 3% (estimated value today £300.) 
@ 3% ( " ti £80 . ) 
Plant @ 5% 
Tractor @ 12? % on Original Cost 
Farm Car i of 10% (£225.) 
Valuation Stock & Plant. 
110 Sheep 
14 Cattle 
8 Pigs 
l Horse 
Imple1 ents & Plant 
Tractor 
Farm Car 
i.e. £4. 4. o. per acre. 
f 162. 0. o. 
Nil 
8. 0. 0 
Nil. 
Nil 
1?. 9. o. 
13. 5. 0' 
20. 0. 0. 
3.10. 0, 
8. o. o. 
8. o. 0. 
9. o. o. 
Nil 
2.19. o. 
6. ?. o. 
5. 0. o. 
15. 0. 0. 
2?8.10. o. 
2.10. o. ' 
2. 8 . o. 
4. 5. o. 
45. 0. 0. 
11. 5. o. 
£343.18. o. 
£110. o. o. 
56. o. o. 
12. o. o. 
20. o. o. 
90 . o. o. 
50. o. o. 
80. o. o. 
£418. o. o. 
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Farm A (Contd. ) 
Farm Incoire: -
105 Fat Ewes 
100 fat Lambs 
45 weaners 
24/-
£65 .12. 6. 
120. 0. 0. 
40.10. o. 
226. 2. 6. }es-g -
Wool 
8 cows 
Wheat 
Barley 
105 
1?60 
? 
100 
fleeces 9 lbs. @ 9d. 
lbs. Butterfat 1/2 
Less Live 
acres @ 30 bshls. 5/6 bshl. 
bshls. @ 4/-
Stock Replacement:-
Ewes £110. 
Ram replacement 3. 
Bull replacement 2. 
s 
o. 
o. 
o. 
Boar replacement 10. 
Total Income 
Less Total Expenditure 
Debit 
£226. 2. 
35. 5. 
96.13. 
58. o. 
20. o. 
436. 0. 
o. 
o. year 
o. " o. n 115.10. 
320.10. 
343 .18. 
23. ? . 
Less Interest on Livestock & Plant @ 5% 20 .18. 
Debit Balance £44. 5. 
~- Actual figures for expenditure and farm receipts 
supplied by the farmer. 
The above farm is uneconomic. In order to meet 
interest commitments on his farm the farmer must accept lower 
6. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
6. 
o. 
6. 
o. 
6. 
o. 
6. 
wages of management and ne lect necessary re airs to his fences 
and buildings, etc. This is exactly what this farmer is at 
present doing. 
i; 
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FARM A. POSSIBILITIES ID DER IRRIG TION DEVELOPMENT. 
Subdivision: 
Farm subdivided into 8 paddocks of approximately 12 acres each . 
Twelve acres sown in lucerne, 48 acres in permanent pasture, Wild 
White Clover and Dogstail (30 lbs. Cert. p.p., 2tlbs. Cocksfoot, 
2~ lbs. w.w., 3 lbs. ontgomery Red), 24 acres in Subterranean 
Clover and Perennial Rye. (25 lbs. Cert. p.p., 4lbs. Sub. Clover), 
r 
and 12 acres fallow. 
tt 
The rye and white clover paddocks to provide 
the bulk of the feed during the spring, summer and early autumn; 
the Subterranean clover late autumn feed and early spring onwards 
until natural withering off of plants ; and the lucerne to provide 
winter feed. Dried haulms of Sub. Clover as run off for lamb 
fattening on grass and clover to provide ration of dry feed, also 
a small ration of dry feed in the form of lucerne hay to be pro-
vided. Twelve acres lucerne to be Border dyked, 24 acres grass 
border dyked, 12 acres pasture and Sub. Clover border dyked, while 
rest of farm to be border ditched. 50% of this farm is suitable 
for Border Dyking, the remainder owing to natural ridges and 
hollows most economically water by Border Ditch method. 
Topdressing: 
All paddocks to receive an initial dressing of 1 ton lime and 
from then on annual topdressing of 2 cwts. super and 3-5 cwts. lime. 
Annual renewal of 12 acres, i.e. not counting the lucerne, the 
grass will be renewed approximately every ? years. It may be that 
the pasture will require renewal every 6 years but from all indic-
ations of pasture under irrigation to date the writer is of the 
opinion that with adequate topdressing it will remain highly pro-
ductive for at least ? years. From sheep razing trials under 
irrigation on the Redcliff, Levels, and Winchmore, areas, a conser-
vative estimate for this farm, which is fairly good land is 5 ewes 
to the acre plus their replacement, i.e. 125 ewe hoggets each year. 
Rotational grazing and a proper system of controlled grazing and 
stock management to be carried out. It will be clearly understood 
that in taking the carrying capacity at 5 ewes plus replacements, 
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the writer is assuming that the farm has reached the stage of 
development outlined. 
FARM 
Stock: 
500 ewes £1. 2. 6. 
125 ewe hoggets 1. 0. o. 
12 rams 4. o. o. 
1 horse 20. o. 0. 
2 cows 7 . o. 0. 
2 igs c 2. o. 0. 
Plant 
Total 
Exuendit e: 
ages anageroont, £150. & 1% assets managed 
1 man £2. 5. O. week + 17/6 keep = £3. 2. 6. 
for 6 months 
Shearing 
Crutching 
Dipping 
Seeds:-
12 acres. sown down l ~ bsbls p.p. 
@ 10/- £9. o. o. 
3 lbs. w.white 
@ 2/- 3 .12. 0. 
2 lbs. sub. 
@ 2/-
. anure, Super 2 cwts. on 100 acres (Ct 
Lime, 5 cwts. for 80 acs. i.e. 20 tons 
sowing down C 2 /6 ~ 
Woolpacks 15 @ 3/6 
Cartage 
Rates 
Land Tax 
Insurance, self and main Buildings 
Travelling for farm 
Repairs 
Oil & Fuel 
Water C ar es 
Sundries 
Depreciation charges 
(same as shown previously) 
2. 8. 0 . 
• incld.) 
& 12 tons 
£562.10. 
125. o. 
48. o. 
20. o. 
14. o. 
4. o. 
773.10. 
350. o. 
£1123.10. 
£180. 0. 
81. o. 
10. o. 
4. o. 
4.10. 
15. o. 
50. o . 
3o. o. 
2.10. 
10. o. 
9. o. 
Nil 
6. o. 
15. o. 
15. o. 
24. o. 
30. o. 
10. o. 
65. 8. 
£567. 8. 
f 
~ 
1t 
o. 
o. 
0. 
o. 
o. l , o. 
o. 
0. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
0. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
0. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
0. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
Receipts: 
Lambs 
D"eatcs 5% 
Balance 
500 
25 
4?5 
For replacement 125 
To sell 350 
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FARM .8. (contd.) 
330 fat £371. 5. o. 20 stores @ 22/6 @ 12/- 12. 0. 0 • 
Ewes 500 
Deaths 4% 20 
480 
To sell 120 60 fair mouths 
60 fats 
Wool 
Crutchings 
Dead Wool & 
Butterfat 
600 fleeces @ 9 lbs. = 
Skins 
500 lbs. @ 1/2 
Total 
@ 15/-
@ 12/-
5400 lbs @ 9d. 
45. o. o. 
36. o. o. 
202.10. o. 
10. o. o. 
6. o. o. 
29. o. o. 
£?11.15. o. 
Live Stock Replacement:-
3 rams £6. 6. 0. each 
Draught horse replacement 
£19.18. o. 
2. o. o. 
21.18. 0. 
Total Receipts £711.15. o. 
~Live Stock replacement 21 .18. O. 
~ Total Expenditure 
Less interest on Livestock & Plant @ 5% 
689.l?. 
567. 8. 
122. 9. 
56. 3. 
£66. 6. 
Balance available for paying Interest on land = £56. 6. o. 
Wi'th i'nterest rates at 5% estimated producing value of land = 
fl3. 5. o. 
The estimates of the stock carrying capacity of this farm 
o. 
0. 
o. 
o. 
0. 
are, in the light of stock grazing trials already carried out under 
irrigation, perhaps too conservative. Should the farm under 
irrigation carry 6 ewes and their replacement to the acre - and 
it is not unreasonable to expect such figures when development has 
been fully reached - then, the productive value of this farm would 
f 
l. , 
lt 
. 
; ' 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
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rise to neo.rJy £40. to the acre. It will be understood that as 
fertility is built up enabling the carrying of more sheep, that 
part of this stock referred to as sheep per acre may be made up 
from the carrying of cattle. The following is a table of 
conversion:-
1 Dairy Cow = 
1 Heifer or Bull = 
1 Yearling Beast = 
6 ewes 
4 ewes 
2 ewes. 
With heavy production of grass it becomes essential to run 
cattle in conjunction with sheep to obtain most efficient use of 
the pasture and management of the sheep - as per the North Island. 
FARM A CARRYING 6 EWES & REPLACEMENT TO THE ACRE. 
Receipts: 
Lambs 600 
Deaths 5~ 30 
Balance 570 
Live Stock Replacement: -
Ram replacement ~ rams@ £6. 6. O. 
Draught horse replacement 
Total Receipts 
Less Live Stock replacement 
Less Total Expenditure 
£858.19. o. 
30. ? • 0. 
Less Interest on Stock & Plant @ 5% 
Balance 
28. ? • 0. 
2. o. o. 
£30. ? . 0. 
828.12. o. 
56?. 8. o. 
261. 4. o. 
63. 1. o. 
£198. 3. o. 
f 
~ , 
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Balance available for paying Interest on land = £ 198 . 3 • o. With 
Interest rates at 5% estimated producing value of land = £39.12. 7. 
1. -
2. 
COSTS OF DEVELOPING FARU a. 
Cultivation entailed in thorough cleaning of 
land £2.10. O. an acre £250. o. 0. 
f 
Preparation of land for irrigation 
(a) 50 acres Border Dyked @ £2.10. o. 
(b) Border ditching balance 2/6 acre 
125. 0. 0. . ~ 6. 5. o. 
3. 
4. -
~· 
6. -
7. 
Sowing down 
1~ bshls. p . p. @ 10/- 15. o. 
3 lbs. w.w. clover @ 2/- 6. o. 
3 lbs. Dogstail @ 1/-lb 3. o. 
3 lbs. Sub.Clover (or Montgomery)@ 2/- 6. o. 
£1.io. o. 
80 acres @ £1.10. o. an acre 
1 ton lime (carted & sown) £1. 2. 6. 
12 acres lucerne 16 lbs. seed @ 2/- = £1.12. o. 
100 cwt. super @ £5. ton on place 
Extra fencing 
Total 
Cost er acre (100 acres) = £7. 1. 6. 
120. 0. 0. ) ' 
112. 0. 0. 
19. 4. o. 
25. 0. 0. 
50. 0. 0. 
£707. 9. 0. 
Actually the costs incurred in cultivation, lime, manures 
and seeds, etc., can hardly be charged against development for 
irrigation as they are necessary items of any farming programme. 
In fact under irrigation taken over a period of years, the costs 
of pasture renewal will be greatly lowered. The only actual 
charges are those entailed in extra fencing for subdivision and 
in the construction of ditches and dykes and the levelling of the 
land. Taking out these items on their own, the cost of 
development of an average farm is approximately £2. per acre 
assessed as follows:-
£2.10. o. per acre for part of farm Border Dyked, 2/6 per 
acre for part of farm Field ditched, and approximately £1. O. O. 
per acre for new fencing. For the above farm the average over 
all would be approximately £2.10. 0. per acre. 
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WHAT AREA SHOULD A FARM BE UNDER IRRIGATION TO BE MOST 
ECONOMIC NATIONALLY i . e . BOTH PRODUCTIVELY & SOCIALLY?. 
Introduction: 
If we can find the correct answer to this Question in the 
early stages of development, then we will indeed be fortunate. 
In land development in the past the determination of just what is 
the most economic unit has been largely a matter of trial and 
error - the errors have been many and, as all will agree, have 
caused much hardship to sections of the community and in general 
tremendous waste. This problem has not been confined to New 
Zealand - on the contrary is world wide. The far reaching 
changes brought about by the application of science and machinery 
to agriculture have no doubt been one of the major causes of this 
upset in calculations but lessons learnt from the past will 
impress on us the great importance of giving every attention to 
this aspect of land development for irrigation, namely , 
subdivision and management. If we divide our farms for 
irrigation into t large units, the result will perhaps be a 
loss of efficiency and a loss socially, but to divide them into 
t small units will mean over-capitalisation, higher costs of 
production and a lowering of the standard of living of the 
farmer and possibly ultimately, abandonment. To arrive at the 
ideal unit which will give greatest efficiency, which will allow 
the greatest number of farmers to be "settled" but which will 
provide them with a livelihood relative to peoples employed in 
the cities is indeed a difficult problem. A happy and contented 
farmer is a good producer but is also a good consumer and in 
New Zealand if we look to the future for a big increase in ou~ 
population, we must aim at the greatest possible co-operation 
between our agriculture and industry. As seen by the writer, 
the one is inter-dependent on the other. Unfortunately, at the 
time of writing, irrigation has only just commenced and the 
f 
1t 
3 ' 
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amount of investigational work which has been possible to date 
is too meagre to enable one to draw concrete conclusions or to f 
say with any degree of certainity what size our farms under 
irrigation should be. It will be remembered too that the 
I I 
areas of Canterbury which will come under irrigation vary from 
ood,medium. to very poor land and it is quite obvious that the 
size of an economic unit on the poor class of land will need to 
be much greater than that where the land is good. The writer 
is concerned here, however, only with the great portion of the 
nt 
medium to poor class country of Carterbury. In order to arrive 3, 
at a possible efficient unit from a productive standpoint, two 
units have been taken, namely 150 acres and 250 acres and it has 
been assumed that they are developed along the lines of "grass-
land farming" as indicated in Farm A. As the land is much 
lighter than Farm A, in estimating expenditure and receipts the 
carrying capacity has been taken at four ewes to the acre plus 
re lacements and allowance has been made for the renewal of 
grass every 5 years. 
UNIT 150 Acres 
Class Land: 
Typical li ht plains land of Canterbury at present carrying 
f ewe to acre. 
Utilization of Land: 
Permanent pasture (Border Dyked) 
Permanent pasture (Ditched) 
Lucerne (Border Dyked) 
Permanent pasture & Sub. Clover 
Buildin s, House & Plantations 
Fallow 
Livestock: 
Drau ht horses 
Hacks 
Cows 
Pigs 
Ewes 
Ewe boggets 
Rams 
Lambs bred 
Total 
45 
30 
15 
30 
3 
2? 
150 
1 
1 
2 
2 
600 
150 
15 
570 
acres 
It 
" field 60 tons. 
It Ditched) 
It 
" 
acres 
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valuation Stock & Plant. 
600 Ewes 
150 ewe hoggets 
1 horse 
1 hack 
2 cows 
15 rams 
2 pigs 
Plant 
Expenditure: 
Wages l anagement 
1 man & kee:p 
Shearing 
Crutching 
Dipping 
@fl. 2. 6. 
@ 1. o. o. 
@ 20. o. o. 
@ 10. 0. 0. 
@ 7. 0. 0. 
@ 4. 0. o. 
@ 2. o. o. 
Seeds: 30 acres Cert. Rye £22.10. o. 
Cert. White clover 9. o. o. 
Sub. Clover and/or 
dogstail & cocksfoot 6. o. o. 
Manure, super (cartage included) 2 cwts. acre 
Lime (carted & spread) 5 cwts. 120 acres 
v oolracks 
Cartage 
Rates 
Insurance 
1 ton 30 acres 
Travelling for Farm 
&rairs 
011 & Fuel 
Water Charges 
Sundries 
De ~ reciation Charges:-
House of 
Buildings 
Im lements 
Tractor 
3 % on £850. 
3 ~ on £250. 
5% on £150. 
Car ~ of 
12:% on £200. 
10% on £225. 
Total 
Income:-
570 Lambs 5% Deaths = 
Ewe lambs for replacement = 
To sell 
390 lambs @ 21/- average 
140 cast ewes @ 13/6 
Wool 8 lb. fleece @ 9d. lb. 
Dead wool & skins 
1._ess Livestock replacement:-
4 rams ~ f 6. 6. o. 
Draught horse replacement 
Hack replacement 
540 
150 
390 
Less Total Expenditure 
£26. 4. o. 
2. o. o. 
1. o. o. 
Less Interest on Stock & PLant @ 5% -
Debit balance 
f675. 
150. 
20. 
10. 
14. 
60. 
0. 0. 
o. 0. ,f 
o. o. 
0. o. 
0. 0. 
0. 0. 
4. 0. o. 
350. 0. o. 
£1283. 0. 0. 
£180. 0. o. 
162. o. o. 
12. 0. 0. 
5. o. o. 
5.10. o. 
3?.10. o. 
36. 0. o. 
54. 0. o. 
2.10. o. 
15. 0. 0. 
9. o. o. 
8. o. o. 
15. o. o. 
18. 0. 0. 
24. 0. o. 
45. o. o. 
15. 0. 0. 
6.10. o. 
7.10. o. 
7.10. o. 
25. 0. 0. 
11. 5. o. 
£698. 5. 0. 
£409 .10. o. 
94.10. o. 
216 . o. o. 
12. 0. 0 . 
738 .10. o. 
29. 4. o. 
?08.16. o. 
698. 5. o. 
Io.11. o. 
64. 3. o. 
£53 .12 . 0. 
nt 
:; ' 
A farm of this size shows a Debit balance of £53.12. O. and 
is therefore definitely uneconomic. 
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UNIT 250 ACRES. 
c1ass of Land: 
Typical li~ht plains land of Canterbury carrying t of ewe. 
Utilization of Land: 
Per anent asture (Border Ditched} 75 acres 
Permanent pasture (Ditched} 50 acres 
Permanent pasture & Sub. Clover (Ditched} 50 acres 
Lucerne 25 acres(yield 100 
Buildings, plantations, etc. 3 acres tons) e 
Fallow 47 acres 
250 nt -
Live Stock: 
Draught horses 
Hacks 
Cows 
Pigs 
Ewes 
Ewe hoggets 
Rams 
Lambs bred 
Valuation Stock & Plant: 
1000 ewes @ 
250 ewe hoggets @ 
1 horse @ 
1 hack @ 
2 cows @ 
25 rams @ 
2 pigs @ 
Plant 
Expenditure: 
Wages of anagement 
1 man & keep 
1 man 3 months 
Shearing 
Crutching 
Dipping 
£1. 
1. 
20. 
10. 
7. 
4. 
2. 
2. 
o. 
0. 
o. 
0. 
0. 
o. 
Seeds: 50 acres. Cert. Rye 
6. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
0. 
o. 
o. 
Cert. w.w. clover 
Sub . clover and/or 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1000 
250 
25 
950 
£3? .10. 0. 
15. o. o. 
dogstail & cocksfoot 10. O. 0. · 
fonures, super 2 cwts. acre (cartage included~ 
Lime, 5 cwts. for 200 acres & 50 tons for sowing 
down (carted & spread) 
fool packs 25 3/ 6 
Cartage 
Rates 
I surance 
Travelling for farm 
Repairs 
Oil & Fuel 
'later Char es 
Sundries 
Depreciation Charges:-
House t of 
Buildings 
Implements 
Tractor 
Car ~ of 
3 
3 
5 
121; 
10 
% on £850. 
% on £250. 
% on £150. 
% on £200. 
4 ,a 
s, 
£1125. o. o. 
250. o. o. 
20. o. o. 
10. o. o. 
14. o. o. 
100. o. o. 
4. o. 0. 
350. o. o. 
., l 
£1873. o. o. 
200. o. o. 
162. o. o. 
40. o. o. 
20. o. o. 
8 . o. o. 
9. o. o. 
62.10. o. 
60. o. o. 
90. o. o. 
4.10. o. 
25. o. o. 
15. o. o. 
9. o. 0. 
20. o. o. 
30. o. o. 
40. o. o. 
75. o. 0. 
25. o. o. 
6.10. o. 
7.10. o. 
7.10. o. 
25. o. o. 
11. 5. o. 
£952.15. o. 
Income: -
950 lambs 4% Deaths 
Ewe lambs for re placement 
To sell 
653 lambs 21/-
240 ewes @ 13/6 
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= 
= 
903 
250 
653 -
ool 8 lb. per fleece 
Dead wool & skins 
Crutchings 
9d. lb. 
Less Livestock Replacement: 
6 rams £6 • 6 • o . 
Draught horse replacement 
Hack re lacement 
Total Income 
Less Total Expenditure 
f3?. 16. 0. 
2. o. o. 
1. o. o. 
Less Interest on Livestock & Plant 
Balance 
£685.10. o. 
162. o. o. 
360. 0 . 0. 
10. o. o. 
20. o. o. 
123?. Io. o. 
40.16. o. 
£1196.15. o. 
952 .15. 0 . 
244. o. o. 
93 .13. o. 
£150. ?. o. 
Balance available for paying Interest on land = £150. ?. o. 
With interest rates at 5% estimated producing value of land = 
£12.11. 2. 
Remarks: 
It will be remembered that in compiling a budget of receipts 
and expenditure the writer has taken two theoretical units farmed 
of 
~nt 
rs, 
under theoretical mana ement. Future management may vary somewha~ 1 
but from all indications at the present, will approximate to the 
system outlined. In estimating the carrying capacity at 4 ewes 
plus re lacement to tr~ acre, the writer feels that the figure is 
a conservative one. It may be that more sheep can be carried but 
the land is poor and will take some years under irri ation and top-
dressing until it is sufficiently built up to reach otential 
economic production. It is felt, therefore, that it would be a 
grave mistake in endeavouring to arrive at a ossible efficient 
unit to strain after too hi h values. Thus assuming that in the 
future development ap roximates somewhat to the system outlined it 
is clear that the unit will need to be at least 250 acres . Again , 
it Will be remembered that the writer in compiling these budgets 
is assuming that · reasonable stage of development has been 
reached. 
of 
L 
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1!fE DEVELOPMENT OF CAN'ri1:RBURY IS A NATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY. 
The Governments of New Zealand through their Public florks 
progrannne have played an enormous part in the development of this 
country. The building of roads and railways, telegraph and 
of 
~e 
telephone services, land improvement, drainage and hydro-electric 
int 
works, the erection of public buildings and so on, have only been 
possible through the combined efforts of the community. Costs 
of construction have been high and entirely beyond the bounds of 
private enterprise. No one can deny that the rate of regress 
and the high degree of development we have reached in New Zealand 
would have been impossible without public works. To-day, we are 
oing still a stage further and one of the major construction 
poiicies of our present government is the reticulation of a great 
area of Canterbury for irrigation. It appears to me that at 
this point, however, we cannot stop . The state has undertaken 
the construction of these works, but if real success is to be 
achieved, the State will have to go a step further and financially 
assist the farmers in the development of their farms for irrig-
ation. Large sums of money will be reQuired for subdivision, 
the preparation of tbe farms, i.e., the construction needed to 
apply the water to each individual paddock for the establishment 
of suitable pastures , and for the purchase of more stock to 
utilize the extra feed grown . On the Levels Scheme, which is 
now completed, the greatest obstacle in the way of progress and 
develo ment is the farmers ' lack of finance . Within the scheme 
man f t far~;ng uneconomic holdings but with • Y armers are at presen J.J..L.L 
. b brought back and turned irrigation many of these holdings can e 
into highly productive economic units. The farmers, unfortunate-
ly, have not the finance and many are not in a position to obtain 
it. . h a fact that everything It is a notorious and well-establis e 
rs, 
i 
1. 
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new is invariably viewed with suspicion and irrigation falls 
within this category. The Stock & Station Firms, Banks, and 
of 
Loaning institutions are not pre ared to assume the risks and with 
this avenue of financial help closed to the farmer 
' there is only 
one body left for him to turn for aid, namely the State. Not 
only have the farmers to be educated to the value d 
an possibili tieEse 
of irrigation, but the business men, Banks & financiers, and in 
eni; 
general the whole population. This will be a slow process and if 1 
irrigation development is to be delayed until such time as private 
enterprise is willing to assume the risks, then success may never rvs, 
be achieved. No farm.er, at present, can afford to borrow money 
for develo~ ment - providing the Banks or Stock & Station Firms, 
etc., are willin to lend it - at the current rates of interest 
charged by these institutions. The farmer is over-burdened from 
the 3:a rt with high interest charges and he is constantly in a 
state of fear and uncertaini ty. Should times become bad occasioned 
say by a world drop in the prices of farm produce, private loaning 
agencies, etc., tend to restrict or "tighten up" finance to the 
farm.er at just such a time when he is in need of help. When times 
are good any profits he may make after meeting his interest charges 
Will be used up to even up his losses of bad times. He will thus 
become nothing more than a paid worker - and probably a poor one -
of the capitalists. rt appears that the development of irrigation 
must be a National responsibility. The State is the one body 
Which is able to lend money to the farmers at a low rate of 
interest - even at a rate fixed that while no loss is incurred to 
the State, no direct profit is shown. The increased production 
and increased and the greater consuming power of a prosperous 
· d'rect reward to the farming conrrnunity will, however, bring its in i 
State. 
If a thousand acres, a certain amount of we take a farm of say 
cap1'ta1 i's 't i to be most profitably managed. necessary it i s 
If 
d 
n 
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the same farm under irri ation is now cut up into say 4 farms of 
250 acres each, the total capital needed by the increased number of 
farmers is definitely more than in the former case where it was 
under one management. If then we are to subdivide the bigger 
holdings of Canterbury, we must furnish the extra capital needed. 
If capital cannot be found, the State must provide it or else these 
small holdings cannot be equipped with proper capital and consequent 
ly cannot be run at a proper profit. This means that their total 
yield will, erhaps, be less than it was under former management, 
so a fall in the national income is almost inevitable. It follows, 
therefore, that the charges connected with irrigation development 
must be taken over by the community. These costs will be heavy 
even when the land policy follo ffi an evolutionary course over a 
long number of years. 
Along just what lines credit for irrigation development should 
follow to give greatest efficiency is a big question, but as the 
writer sees it the main principles of successful administration 
would involve, firstly, a complete credit service to the farmers on 
a sound business basis and at the lowest possible cost. Secondly, 
a credit service suitable to the needs of agriculture, i.e., a 
dependable source of credit which would be available in bad tines 
as well as in good times. Credit provided by private capitalists 
as pointed out previously tends to becone restricted in times of 
economic stress. Farming is a long run business and cannot be 
restricted or expanded suddenly to meet fluctuations of the world 
markets. Thus a system of credit is essential that is available 
to the farmers at all times. Thirdly, the credit policy should be 
developed on a budget basis, i.e. production credit. Finally, a 
first class advisory service on irrigation farming and management 
should be always available to the farmers. 
Proposals for the working of such a Credit System. 
In the administration of such a credit system, as the State 
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is providing the nec.ssary in~nce for development it is only 
reasonable to expect that some form of control should be exercised 
to obtain assurance that the money advanced is being spent in the 
way to give greatest returns. It is not suggested that control 
be too stringent or aimed in any way to obstruct the farmer in the 
working of his property, or in incurring his resentment. Rather, 
the aim would be to help the farmer in every conceivable way and 
to foster his goodwill. Tbe loaning policy should provide for 
a very libera l attitude towards the most efficient farmers; a 
conservative policy towards farmers of say average or lesser 
ability and the absolute rejection of all applicants of inferior 
ability or poor character. For instance, a farm.er applies for 
credit to develop his farm for irrigation. A Farm [anagement 
Offic~er, fully trained in agriculture and management, calls on the 
applicant, examines his farm and discusses with him his proposed 
plan of development entailing the expenditure of the loan, perhaps, 
modifying it and in general assuring himself that the system of 
development is along t he best possible lines. If he is assured 
that the loan is to be made on a sound basis he reports in this 
strain to the central office and the money is paid out. From time 
to time the Officier will visit the farm and while, in reality 
supervising the work of development, assist the farmer. Wben the 
loan is paid off the farmer is clear. If the Offici er visits the 
farm and on examining the roperty, etc., concludes that the 
farmer is inefficient, the loan would not be granted . In cases 
Where the farmer is a bard worker and energetic but somewhat 
inefficient as a manager, the work, on the granting of the loan, 
would have to be carried out according to the programme laid down 
by the Farm Management Offic ·er. If such a system was introduced 
its success or failure would rest on the ability of the Farm 
Management Offic"er who would make the recommendation to the 
Central Office for the advancement of the loan . These Offic i ers 
.. 
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would have to be men thoroughly trained in agriculture and sound 
Fann anagement practice , capable of diagnosing farm roblems and 
so selected and employed that they are free to exerc i s e their best 
judgment. They must also be m3n who thoroughly understand farmers 
and their physcology as it is most essential for them to obtain 
the goodwill and .confidence of the farmers to assure fullest co-
o eration . The rank and file of farmers are honest men and will 
pay their debts . In the ossibility of a farmer abusing the loan 
a clause inserted in the A reement could provide for the State to 
take over the farm and work it until such time as the loan 
advanced was paid off . 
Advantages of such a Credit System. 
The Central Loaning Office through the Farm ~anagement 
Offic~er is in direct touch with the farmer. Further after 
ranting the loan the farmer is being assisted in every way by 
advice from men who really understand his problems and the business 
of agriculture. He would be getting the benefit of cheap credit 
plus the assistance that modern scientific study in agriculture 
can give him. A great number of farmers today who borrow from 
private loaning institutions are tied down to t oo stringent 
restrictions by these bodies and are often retarded from making the 
best use of their farms through lack of working ca ital . Again 
the control is almost invariably directed from the offices of these 
institutions by men who have no training whatever in agriculture 
and who do not understand the problems peculiar to many 
individual farms . 
Speculation: 
Irri ation will ultimately bring about enormous increases in 
the reductive value of the land and here again it will be a State 
responsil ility to see that this extra increment is not capitalised· 
out in high land values through speculation . The evils of the 
boom in land brought about by land agents and s eculators after the 
'lar is a lesson which must not be overlooked and ste s will have 
t o be taken to prevent a reoccurrence . 
3. 
L· 
. ' 
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CONCLUSIONS . 
INITIAL INVESTIGATIONS. 
In order to examine every factor which could influence the 
practicability and economics of irrigation , the Government 
instituted a comprehensive survey on modern lines for all districts 
where irrigation appeared to be feasible. These investigations 
were developed along the following lines: -
1. Water Su plY: 
Automatic meters were installed on all the important rivers 
throughout the province to determine the extent of the country 
which could be irrigated without the construction of expensive dams. 
2. Surveys. 
About l{ million acres of the plains have been topographically 
surveyed to determine the fall of the land and to obtain a know-
led e of the area of land which could be reached by any particular 
stream and how much it would cost to convey water over the land to 
the points of consumption. Ultimately about 3 million acres will 
be surveyed • 
3 . Soil Surve Y:S. 
Extensive soil surveys carried out by the S.I.R . and the 
P.W. Department have been made so far for about 1,100,000 acres to 
determine suitability of the soil for irrigation . 
4. Soil !oisture Surveys, Ground Water & ~vaporation Determin-
ations. 
have been carried out over the last 4 years and although these 
investigations have not yet extended to all parts of the plains , 
there is sufficient evidence to show definitely that l~ million 
acres and perhaps 2 million acres will justify irrigation • 
.!:RESENT SCHEMES IN OPERATION. 
To date two schemes , namely the Redcliff (6000 acres) and the 
Levels (13,000) Irrigation Schemes are in operation . On Redcliff 
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every farmer within the Scheme has taken water and at the close 
of the season ( 1938 - 39) eve y farm.er with out exce p·tion j s 
desirous of increasin his acres already ditched for irrigation. 
Last season the spring and early summer was excessively wet but 
during the autumn over 1000 acres were irrigated, the greatest 
part of this area being watered two and three times. It is safe 
l· to predict that double this area at least, and possibly more, will l 
be atered next season should climatic conditions be normal. 
On the Levels Schen:c which is only in its second year of 
operation, 1500 acres were watered last season. Most of this 
area received 3 applications and much of it four. Every farmer 
who took water has asked for arrangements to be made to increase 
the areas of his farm already prepared for irrigation. 
CONSTRUCTIO • 
Rangitata Diversion Race. 
This Scheme provides for an intake in the Rangitata River and 
a main canal 50 ft. wide, 10 ft. deep and 42 miles long. This 
canal requires for construction the excavation of nearly three 
million cubic yards of material and will supply a total of 420,000 
acres with irrigation water. Two of the four irrigation areas 
within the scheme are now being developed. 
Ashburton-Lyndhurst Scheme • 
embraces an area of 32,000 acres nett. This area at the 
time of writing is 70% completed. It will have 150 miles of 
races and the estimated earth work will amount to approximately 
600,000 cubic yards. 
Power Development. 
An important feature of the Rangitata Diversion Race is the 
30, 000 H. • scheme which will be situated on the banks of the 
Rakaia River some 6 miles from [ethven. Here the water from the 
irrigation race will generate power all winter by falling 340 ft. 
through tbe pipe lines to the machines. It will thus be possible 
to use the water economically the year around and to fill the 
a 
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growing need for power during the winter months when the load is 
heaviest. 
A SHORT SID.W.ARY OF TBE PAST. 
It a pears to the writer that the greater bulk of our 
farming difficulties in Canterbury both from an agricultural and 
pastoral and from a stock disease point of view are directly and 
indirectly bound up with declining fertility . When our pioneer 
forefathers of Canterbury first arrived they found the plains of 
this province undisturbed by mankind. Through countless years 
Nature had been steadily at work slowly but surely building up 
reserves of plant food in the surface layers of the soil. Just 
as surely but with startling rapidity the farmers of these plains 
have cashed in on this stored up virgin fertility until today a 
natural heritage has become a thing of the past. The advent of 
refrigeration in 1882 first made a_parent the potentialities of 
the plains and our farmers were quick to take advantage . The 
plough was put to work and before long thousands of pounds of 
wool and lamb, the produce of the plains, were being regularly 
shipped overseas. Every bale of wool and every carcase of lamb 
lmered these reserves of stored up fertility . It was found 
that certain areas of Canterbury gave wonderful yields of wheat 
but every crop of wheat removed years of Nature ' s work . Aided 
by favourable prices and expanding overseas markets the farmers 
made haste to capitalise the gifts of Nature, little or no 
thought being given to the future . To-day we are faced with low 
prices and restricted markets , with the knowledge that unless we 
change our methods of farming to preserve and restore the fertil-
ity of the land, which was in the past so responsive , these lands 
Will become barren and unproductive . In Canterbury , Science in 
the form of Irrigation has come to our aid . 
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FUTURE POSSIBILITIES. 
ew Zealand to-day is the largest exporter of lamb in the 
world, the quality of v:hich is unsurpassed. 
Lambn has become a by-word among consumers. 
"Prime Canterbury 
New Zealand owes her 
enviable position as a leadin exporter of primary products, lamb, 
wool, butter and cheese, partly to the ability and energy of her 
farmers, but erhaps more so to Nature. Our country is blessed 
with a mild and equitable climate, with large areas of high 
fertility, and, except for some districts, an adequate rainfall. 
What of Canterbury? In this province , with an artificial water 
su ply to make ood the natural deficiency, we have tremendous 
possibilities. e have a wonderful climate, at all tirres with 
irrigation an adeq_uate moisture supply; we have the finest 
pasture grasses and clovers in the world; we have a breed of 
sheep w ich can produce the best in fat lambs, and e have a 
highly efficient farming community capable of making best use of 
all these ssets. Finally, we have heavy deposits of limestone 
capable of exploitation at low cost and, further, can import at 
low cost lar e quantities of phos hates. With all these advan-
tages in mind, sup orted by results to date, it is conservative to 
predict that with full economic development the average land in 
Canterbury which to-day can carry barely a single ewe to the acre 
Will be able to carry under irrigation 5 ewes to the acre. Thus 
the Canterbury Plains which now carry about 3 million sheep or 
one-tenth of the total New Zealand flock will be able to carry 
15 million sheep or about half the present total 
Dominion flock. Further r at increases w .en full development 
is attained would necessarily result in the cattle and pig 
Populations and in the production of small seeds, etc. From 
indications at the present time the economic farming unit of 
l· 
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Canterbury could be reduced from 300 - 400 acres to from 200 _ 
250 ac es. It would thus be ossible to increase the rural 
population of Canterbury by more than 50,000 and the total 
population by more than 100,000 or 43% of the present population
0 
T1e full development of irrigation will tend to result in sub-
division and tremendous increases in production resulting in 
greater employment on the land. It is estimated that the 
l· 
increase in rural em loyment which would result from the irrigatior a 
of 1 ~ million acres would amount to approximately 12,000. In 
addition to this, there would be a large increase in incidental 
employment mostly in urban areas as a result of the heavier 
opulation and reater value of associated services. 
ew Zealand has reached the sta e at which her po ulation 
is barely stationary - in fact excluding the .aori - the natural 
rate of increase is too low to keep our present population at 
normal. And yet we have food , roads, harbours, public services, 
etc., and are now embarking on a pro ramme of developing secondary 
industries, which are to be capable of serving the wants of a 
population of many millions . At the present time, we are 
essentially a primary producing country entirely dependent on the 
United Kingdom and overseas markets . These markets, in the 
lipht of the nationalistic olicies bein pursued by tr.e Govern-
~ints of almost every nation, a pear in the near future at any 
rate most unli~eely to expand, and if this proves to be the case, 
the alternative is for New Zealand to find a bigger market within 
her own doors . Th . of course, would necessitate a very bi is, 
increase in our o ul tion. If our secondary industries are to 
become econo1 ic and if we are to progress in the future' we 
must create this big internal market - perhaps Irrigation may 
lead the way. 
- - - - -
l 
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